TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 12, 2001

I.

Call to order at the Cumberland Town Hall at 7:00 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a. January 10, 2001
b. January 22, 2001
c. January 24, 2001

III.

Manager's Report

IV.

Public Discussion

V.

Workshop with Planning Board
RE: Growth Management Ordinance

VI.

Legislation and Policy

VII.

Correspondence
a. Eben Sweetser blood donor drive email

VIII.

New Business

IX.

Adjourn

MEMBERS OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
Stephen Moriarty (Chair)
Mark Kuntz
John Lambert, Jr.
Jeffrey Porter

829-5095
829-6482
781-5282
829-4129

James Phipps
Harland Storey
Peter Bingham

846-6274
829-3939
829-5713

Town of Cumberland web site: www.cumberlandmaine.com

TOWN COUNCIL
JANUARY lO, 2001

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING MINUTES OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
JANUARY 10, 2001
Present: Stephen Moriarty, Peter Bingham, Jolm Lambert, James Phipps, Jeffrey Porter, Harland Storey
Absent: Mark Kw1tz (excused)

I.

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Moriarty at the Cumberland Town Hall at
6:05 p.m.

II.

Legislation and Policy
01-01 To authorize the Town Manager to enter into an Intercreditor Agreement with
Peoples Heritage Bank in regard to silent second mortgages at Small's Brook
Crossing subdivision.
Councilor Bingham moved to authorize the Town Manager to enter into an
Intercreditor Agreement with Peoples Heritage Bank in regard to the silent second
mortgages at Small's Brook Crossing subdivision.
Seconded by Councilor Storey.

VOTE: In Favor: 5
(Porter) Abstain: 1

*Note: the Workshop with Post Office Representatives was held next, and several of the
following items were taken out of order.

01-02

To authorize Town Manager to borrow $1,200,000 in Tax Anticipation Notes.
Councilor Bingham moved to authorize the Town Manager to borrow $1,200,000
in Tax Anticipation Notes, to award the bid to Peoples Heritage Bank at an
interest rate of 3.85% per annum, and to authorize the following order of the
Cumberland Town Council:
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
ORDER OF TOWN COUNCIL
AUTHORIZING TAX ANTICIPATION BORROWING
Order #01-02

ORDERED:

1. That pursuant to Section 5771 of Title 30-A of the Maine Revised Statutes, the
Treasurer is hereby authorized and empowered on behalf of the Town to borrow
money from time to time during fiscal year ending June 30, 2001, in an aggregate
principal amount not to exceed $1,200,000, at any one time outstanding, in
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anticipation of collections or receipts from taxes, by the issuance of a tax anticipation
note or notes of the Town, which notes shall be designated "Town of Cumberland
200 I Tax Anticipation Note" (the "Note"). Such Note may be issued at one time or
from time to time and such Note, and any extension, renewal or replacement thereof,
shall be signed by the Treasurer, countersigned by the Chairman of the Town Council
and sealed with the Town seal attested by its Clerk, shall be payable on or before June
30, 2001, out of money raised by taxation during the fiscal year ending June 30, 2001
and shall contain such terms and provisions not inconsistent herewith and shall be sold
on such terms and be in such form as shall be approved by the Treasurer and the
Director of Finance of the Town.
2. That the bid of Peoples Heritage Bank for the purchase of said Tax Anticipation
Note bearing interest at the rate of 3.85% per annum, payable at maturity and at a
price of $1,200,000 be and the same hereby is approved and accepted, and said
$1,200,000 principal amount of Tax Anticipation Note shall be issued and sold to said
Peoples Heritage Bank in accordance with its bid therefor.
3. That the Note authorized by the foregoing votes are hereby designated as qualified
tax-exempt obligations for purposes of Section 265(b) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986, as amended, to the extent such designation may be applicable or appropriate,
as determined by the Town Treasurer.
4. That the Town Treasurer be, and hereby is, authorized to covenant with the purchaser
of the Note on behalf of the Town that the Town will take whatever steps are
appropriate to ensure that interest on the Note will remain free from federal income
taxes, including without limitation, the filing of information returns and reports with
the Internal Revenue Service and the payment of any rebate due to the United States
of America.
5. That the officers executing the Note be and hereby are individually authorized to
covenant, certify and agree, on behalf of the Town, for the benefit of the holders of
such Note, that the Town will file any required reports, make any annual financial or
material event disclosure, and take any other action that may be necessary to insure
that the disclosure requirements imposed by Rule 15c2-12 of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, if applicable, are met;

6. That the Town Treasurer, Director of Finance, and Clerk and other proper officials of
the Town be, and hereby are, authorized and empowered in its name and on its behalf
to do or cause to be done all such acts and things as may be necessary or desirable in
order to effect the issuance, sale and delivery of the Note hereinabove authorized.

7. That if the Town Treasurer, Director of Finance, Chairman of the Town Council or
Clerk are for any reason unavailable to approve and execute the Note or any of the
related documents, the person or persons then acting in any such capacity, whether as
an assistant, a deputy, or otherwise, is authorized to act for such official with the same
force and effect as if such official had herself performed such act.
Seconded by Councilor Lambert.

VOTE: In Favor: 5
(Storey) Abstain: 1
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01-03

To set date for Public Hearing on proposal for reconstruction of Blanchard/Skill in
Roads.
Councilor Porter moved to set the date of January 24, 2001 at 7:00 p.m. for the
Public Hearing on proposal for reconstruction ofBlanchard/Skillin Roads to be
held at the Valla Halla Golf & Recreation Banquet Center.
Seconded by Councilor Lambert.

III.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

Workshop with Post Office Representatives
The Town Council and public posed various questions to Post Office representatives
Terry Brooks and Postmaster Ellen Call with regard to the location, size and building
design of the future Post Office in Cumberland. After extensive debate and discussion,
the Town Council's consensus was that this item should appear on the agenda at the
nd
next Town Council meeting on January 22 and directed the Town Manager to further
examine alternative locations on town owned land. However, they wanted, specifically,
to not preclude Chase's Greenhouse as a potential location.

IV.

Approval of Minutes
a. December 11, 2000
Councilor Bingham moved to approve the minutes of December 11, 2000 as written.
Seconded by Councilor Porter

V.

VOTE: In Favor: 5
(Phipps) Abstain: 1

Manager's Report
The Town Manager reported to the Council on the following items:
♦

Today's conversation with People's Bank regarding Small's Brook: all "Home
Equity" loan questions should be addressed to Lisa Anderson, Yarmouth Branch
Manger, 846-9866.
♦ Jim Guidi has withdrawn his application for a Senior Housing project to the Planning
Board.
♦ S.A.D. #51 School Committee will be hosting a meeting of the Cumberland Town
Council, the S.A.D. #51 Board of Directors and the North Yarmouth Selectmen on
January 29 th at 5:00 p.m. at Val Halla.
♦ Upcoming meeting with Scott Poulin, regarding S.A.D. #51 's possible purchase,
instead of leasing from the town, of the Drowne Road School building.
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VI.

Public Discussion
Dick Grass questioned the zoning on Main Street as to when and how the Zoning
Ordinance changed the allowed uses. He also stated his concerns of current observed
activities at the Teen Center at 310 Main Street. Chairman Moriarty advised him the
Town would have its Code Enforcement Officer get in touch with him to explore the
situation.
Bill Lyford requested a copy of the section of the Town's Zoning Ordinance that defines
the MDR "grandfather clause" parameters and limitations within the ordinance covering
involvement of property on Main Street and the Teen Center in particular.
Bob Vail thanked the Council on their efforts in the site selection process for the new
middle school.
*(Returned to ITEM 01-02, 01-03, and then Executive Session)

Councilor Lambert moved to go into Executive Session at 8: 10 p.m., pursuant to
Title 1 M.R.S.A. 405(6)(E) to consult with the Town Attorney regarding the status
of the Blanchard lot litigation.
Seconded by Councilor Phipps.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

Councilor Lambert moved to come out of Executive Session at 8:45 p.m.
Seconded by Councilor Phipps.
VII.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

Correspondence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MSAD #51 Board of Directors Agendas 01/04/01 & 12/18/00
MSAD #51 Board of Directors Minutes 12/04/00 & 12/18/00
Bill Lyford: Peter Bingham
Stephen Moriarty: Dale Rines
Stephen Moriarty: David R. Hill, Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
Town of Cumberland Planning Board Meeting Minutes 11/21/00
Town of Cumberland Planning Board Meeting Agenda 01-16-01
Jonathan KomLosy: Council: food cart license- Chebeague
County of Cumberland Commissioners' Meeting Minutes 11/27/00 &12-11-00
Mark Kuntz: Thomas M. Hyndman: Possible use of Cumberland locations.
Susan Marks: Town Manager & Neighborhood letter on new Post Office
Council: Linda Putnam, re: Post Office
Council: Dudley F. Greeley re: Post Office
Council: Dick & Connie Sweetser re: Post Office
Town Manager: Henry Bourgeois, President/ME Development Foundation
Town Manager: Chebeague Transportation Co., Rt 1 Parking lot winter info
Council: Gene Stratton re: Habitat for Humanity of Greater Portland
Council: listing of Cumberland Growth Permit applications
Town Manager, Councilor Phipps: Beth Howe re: Mainland Town Center
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Councilor Bingham moved to refer Jonathan Komlosy's request for a food cart
Victualer's license for use on Chebeague Island to the Planning Board
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

Seconded by Councilor Lambert.

The Town Manager stated his concern of the Cumberland County Commissioner's
11.8% budget tax increase at a cost of $47,940 to the town.
The Town Manager advised the Council of his intention to set up a meeting and site tour
of Dale Rines's Range Road property in the spring.
VIII.

New Business
The Council requested the Town Manager work with Carla Nixon and Bill Landis to
update the town's web page service.
Councilor Lambert thanked Councilor Porter for his organizational efforts to implement
live Cable TV coverage of Cumberland's Town Council meetings. Also, an enormous
"thank you" went to Chairman Moriarty for his outstanding contribution in serving on the
new Middle School Site Selection Committee.
Councilor Lambert also discussed with the Council his thoughts for the need to explore
income guidelines/restrictions with respect to Cumberland's affordable and senior
housing. The Town Manager was asked to confer with the Town Attorney and set up a
Council workshop with the Housing Authority to take a fresh look at these guidelines in
March.
Councilor Porter asked the Town Manager to look into the status of Rt 9 Junction Station
House Pizza's Victualer's license.
Councilor Phipps reported on the good turnout and positive comments at the Chebeague
Island Long Range Plan Committee's December Public Meeting, a report of which was
included in the Council packets. The next step for the Council is to consider how to
review the ordinance. The Council will meet with the Town Attorney in the next week
or so to explore guidelines on the bounds of constitutionality of preference for different
types of housing, and discuss some specific ideas to modify the ordinance to prioritize
applicants rather than waiting in line until year 2007. A workshop meeting with the
Planning Board will be scheduled sometime in February.

VII.

Adjourn
No further business conducted. Motion to adjourn at 9: 15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

vi<(~~

vu. '\_ ~

Kl,Ja M. Norton, Town Clerk
.c;

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
JANUARY 22, 2001

Present: Stephen Moriarty, Peter Bingham, John Lambert, James Phipps, Jeffrey Porter, Harland Storey
Absent: Mark Kuntz (excused)

I.

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Moriarty at the Cumberland Town Hall
at 7:03 p.m.

II.

Manager's Report
None

III.

Public Discussion
Beth Ray, a resident of Cumberland Commons, spoke of the neighborhood's traffic safety
concerns with regard to the public's access to the Drowne Road School through the
Commons. The mornings, especially, pose a serious problem, combining students
walking to school alongside cars cutting through the neighborhood. She asked the
Council's help in working with the neighborhood for a solution to these problems. The
Council directed a meeting be set with the Town Manager, Police Chief, Public Works
Director and the Cumberland Common's neighbors to address these issues.
Resident William Macfarlane stated his views on the location of the new Middle School.

IV.

Legislation and Policy
01-04 To hear report of Town Manager re: Post Office sites and
to set date for Public Hearing on Contract Zoning request.
Town Manager Robert Benson reported, with a detailed map and chart, the pros
and the cons of the three town-owned alternative sites for the new Post Office.
These town center sites are identified as the Town Forest site, Prince Memorial
Library site and Town Garage site.
Post Office representative Terry Brooks, Planning Board members Beth Howe
and Stephen Sloan, Town Planner Pro tern Pat Harrington, Cathy Robinson of
Chase's Greenhouse and several residents (Mike Tardiff, Abby Trudeau, Andrew
Baca, Bill Taylor) presented thoughtful suggestions and considerations for
specific sites incorporated within the town's center

Councilor Lambert moved that the Town Manager be authorized to develop a
proposed document, establishing Contract Zoning with the Post Office, for
locating the Post Office at the 327 Main Street/Farwell Avenue location, that
would be the subject of a Public Hearing at the first meeting in March or as soon
as possible. The contract should provide as much detail as possible on subjects
including site location, parking, architectural design, buffering and other similar
issues that strive, as much as possible, to have the physical presence basically
dovetail with the architecture on Main Street, Dr. Howard's office being excepted,
and also done in such a manner as to be as unintrusive as possible into the
neighborhood.
Seconded by Councilor Bingham.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

Councilor Lambert suggested that as the contract is worked out between the Town
Administration and the Post Office, neighbors like Mike Tardiff be consulted
regularly so that it's explained exactly what is and is not plausible, possible or
achievable.

01-05 To set date for workshop with the Planning Board re: Building Caps
Councilor Lambert moved to set the date of February 12, 2001 at 6:00 p.m. for a
workshop with the Planning Board regarding Building Caps.
Seconded by Councilor Phipps.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

V.

Correspondence
♦ M.S.A.D.#51 Board of Directors: 01-08-01 Agenda
♦ David & Susan Lloyd-Rees re: Chebeague Island building permit limitations
♦ Cumberland County Commissioners': 12-26-00 Meeting Minutes
♦ Cumberland Fire Chief Daniel R. Small: Fire Department promotions
♦ Philip C. Hunt: Post Office Location
♦ Abby Rose Trudeau's (ribbon wrapped envelope/letter) re: Post Office Location
♦ Solid Waste to Regional Waste System Report
♦ Barbara McPheters, Building Inspector: Master Summary Report YTD Building
Permits
♦ Philip C. Hunt re: Post Office Location

VI.

New Business
Councilor Phipps reported on his attendance last week, along with Bob Benson,
John Lambert and Stephen Moriarty, at the Cumberland County Court house, at the
Blanchard vs M.D.O.T. court proceedings regarding the Blanchard lot on Cousin's
Island.

Councilor Porter and Chairman Moriarty asked the Town Manager to explore Building
Impact Fees with Carla Nixon and Pat Harrington for a March workshop.
Councilor Lambert felt it was worth while to have a group charged with the
responsibility, perhaps the Land's and Conservation Commission along with Council
involvement, for the long term vision of how to best use our town-owned resources.
Councilor Bingham asked if the water line in Twin Brook could be extended to the
Fowler property area on Greely Road. The Town Manager stated that that was a summer
irrigation line and would not serve for year-round use. The Portland Water District will
be meeting in February with Town Staff to discuss long term goals for water main
extension.
The Town Manager reported on the status of Rt 9 Junction Station House Pizza
restaurant.
Chairman Moriarty asked the Town Manager to address the issue of parking, signage
and traffic management at Twin Brook.
VII.

Adjourn
No further business was conducted: motion to adjourn at 8:25 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~ ,.,._,._i1-tKlara M. Norton
Town Clerk

Yl~

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
JANUARY 24, 2001

*** SPECIAL MEETING***

***At Val Halla Golf & Recreation Banquet Center***

Present: Stephen Moriarty, Peter Bingham, Jeffrey Porter, Harland Storey
Absent: Mark Kuntz, John Lambert, James Phipps (excused)

I.

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Moriarty at Val Halla Golf & Recreation
Banquet Center at 7:06 p.m.

II.

Legislation and Policy

01-06 To hold a Public Hearing on proposal for reconstruction of
Blanchard/Skillin Roads.
Chairman Moriarty opened the Public Hearing and gave a brief overview of the
Town Council's thoughts for this proposal that will be jointly funded by the
Maine Department of Transportation (2/3) and the town (I/3).
Adam Ogden, Public Works Director and representatives from Gorrill-Palmer
Consulting Engineers Inc. presented an existing conditions plan, and a possible
outline of the project's scope of work and proposed improvements, and then took
questions from the floor and asked for input to what residents wanted the project
to provide.
Approximately 60 residents were present, with many questions posed and public
input provided. It was agreed a follow-up meeting be scheduled in March to
provide the public an update on the proposed project.
III.

Adjourn
No further business was conducted: Motion to adjourn at 9:01 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

trto~.
~~
Town Clerk

•
PROPOSALS ON THE TABLE AT COUNCIL-PLANNING BOARD
WORKSHOP ON THE BUILDING CAP
Phipps and Howe
As permanent changes in the ordinance:
Provide an exception to the limit of 3 growth permits for construction in subdivisions on
the Island. These growth permits would be subject to the cap of22 permits for
subdivisions throughout the Town.
Exempt from the subdivision cap the 13 remaining subdivision lots on the mainland.
These were not made exempt when the law was passed last summer. Subdivisions
approved since were exempt from the cap when the law was passed.
Provide an exception from the limit of3 growth permits for year-round residents of
Chebeague or for those who swear that they are building for immediate year-round
residency on the Island and can demonstrate that they have changed their domicile to
Chebeague by evidence of voter registration, motor vehicle registration, drivers and
professional licenses, and Maine State Income Tax returns.
Moriarty and Porter
As a change just for this year:
At the end of this fiscal year, use the unused subdivision permits (17 as of now, might be
reduced by 3 by the end of the year) and give them to people on the Chebeague waiting
list. There are now 23 people on the list (though others might come on), and 3 would be
eligible for regular permits on July 1. This would mean that there would be a few less
permits than the 20 needed to cover everyone, so some choice mechanism would be
needed. The permits might be given out in the order in which people joined the list or by
lottery. The permits might be made to last for two or three years to spread the building
out.
Lambert
As permanent changes to the ordinance:
Fold the Chebeague permits back into the pot with the rest of the Town. There would be
4 7 altogether and people would compete equally for them. Chebeague could be
guaranteed at least three.
Adopt an impact fee for the Town and have people pay it when they apply for a growth
permit. It could be refunded if they never did build. It would make being on the waiting
list a more serious commitment.
Storey
As a permanent change in the ordinance:
Give an exemption to Chebeague year-round residents. [His idea was discussed in
connection with the proposal for North Yarmouth - IO years of year-round residence and
ownership of the lot for IO years. Owner of lot will live in the house.]

Minutes of the Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee meeting, February 17, 9:00 at the
Public Safety Building
Members present: Beth Howe, Jane Frizzell, Mabel Doughty, Al Traina
Absent: Jim Phipps, Sam Ballard, Donna Damon, Ernie Burgess, Martha Hamilton, Jean Dyer, Phil
Jordan, Sylvia Ross, Ann Thaxter, Nancy Adams, Carol White and Michael Porter
Others present: Leland Hamilton

Next LRPC meeting March 10, 9:00 am at the Public Safety Building. TheTown Council will
hold a meeting about the building cap on Chebeague March 12, 7:00 pm at the Hall
Beth reported on the Council-Planning Board workshop on the building cap that was held on
Monday February 12. She gave out copies of the proposal that she and Jim had made at that
meeting as well as notes on the discussion at the meeting, a summary of the proposals that were
made at the meeting and a letter from Ken Cole to the Council about the legal status of a resident
exemption to the cap. She also said that the Council will hold a meeting about the Cap on the Island
on March 12.
The discussion focused on the various proposals for changes in the cap made at the workshop.
Beth explained the Moriarty-Porter proposal for using the unused permits for mainland subdivisions
to provide permits to people on the Chebeague waiting list. This would be a one-time action by the
council. Presently there are 17 unused pemlits and 23 people on the Chebeague list. The three
people at the top of the Chebeague list would get permits in July as a matter of course, leaving 20
people on the list. Whatever permits there are to be given out could be given out by lottery or in
order in which people joined the waiting list. Most people expressed some support for this. Beth
said she was worried about setting a precedent and about the number of permits. The permits might
last for more than 90 days - as much as 2 or 3 years. No conclusion was reached on this alternative.
Beth then explained the idea of including the Island subdivisions in the category of subdivisions on
the mainland. The present law allocates 22 permits to houses in subdivisions, but most of these
permits have not been applied for. Five people on Chebeague's waiting list own lots in existing
subdivisions and would get penrits un.der this arrangement. Beth said that it makes planning sense
to encourage development in approved subdivisions. Leland said he did not see any reason to favor
building in subdivisions as opposed to building on land that a family may have owned for years that
is not in a subdivision. Several other people said that they do not want to encourage subdivisions.
Beth said that one of the points that Ken Cole had raised in his letter to the Council was that a cap
could only be justified as a way to allow expansion of public services and infrastructure to keep up
with development. The critical issue on the mainland is growth in the school population. She said
that we have not made any argument on this issue for Chebeague. Leland asked what public
services might be affected. Beth said that the ferry service might be one area that would be
impacted. Leland argued that this would be irrelevant fo the Town because the CTC is private.
Mabel said she thought this was a critical aspect of our infrastructure. Beth said that she thought
that an update of the groundwater study would tell us more about limits. John Lambert has asked
the Town manager to explore the cost of such a study. The capacity of roads and the possible need

for, and cost of, a full-time policeman were also discussed. No one really wanted fancier roads or
more police, but there was also a feeling that these are legitimate needs for the Town to meet.
On the other hand, Leland argued, increased costs for land and transportation are what is preventing
young people from living on the Island. Beth asked how much can we really control this? We
discussed ways of developing affordable housing.
There was a little discussion of Lambert's proposal to fold the Chebeague growth permits back into
the pot with the rest of the Town. Beth explained why the original proposal was made to have
Chebeague have three permits of its own. There was no significant support for this alternative.
There was much more interest in Harland Storey's proposal to have exemptions like those proposed
by North Yarmouth, and there was a feeling that these might get support from a lot of Islanders.
Beth said that she thought that members of the Planning Board or the Council might consider these
unwise or unconstitutional,. and that the politir-al dyrmmics on thf.'Cumberland Council arc di.ffer~ut
from Town meeting in North Yarmouth.
Leland posed the question of"where do you draw the line" on development. He said many people
don't want Chebeague to change. We looked at the growth permit waiting list to see who was likely
to come as year-round residents and who would build summer houses. Everyone agreed that
permits for guest-houses or for second homes for people who already have one on the Island should
not be a priority.
Leland said that the only way we can really control what kind of development occurs is to have
Islanders collectively buy land that is on the market and collectively decide what should be sold to
whom. Mabel said this is what a land bank would do. The question was raised about whether it
would be legal for a land bank to deliberately sell to certain kinds of people rather than others.
There was agreement that this is an option worth exploring.
Leland also asked whether it would be legal to set a maximum size for houses built on the Island.
Al said he thought it would be - other communities have minimum sizes of houses and regulate all
kinds of details. Beth said this would be a matter to explore with a lawyer and would involve an
amendment to the zoning ordinance, rather than being related to the growth cap.
Beth said that Sarn had suggested that the LRPC should ?.gree on a pcsiti.on on the cap and send «
letter to the Council before the March 12 meeting. She said that she was not sure this is possible
given the small attendance at this meeting and the lack of agreement within even this group. Jane
said maybe we should look at what would pass legal muster and work back from that. Beth said
that was what she and Jim had done, and that a year-round resident exemption probably would meet
the test. The others agreed that this was a basic proposal we could make. Beyond that, we could
make Chebeaguers aware of the options that are on the table and see what they wanted to support.
We talked about how to do this in practice. We can have a piece in the Calendar that will come out
on March I. It could lay out the alternatives and urge people to come and express their views, both
at the Council meeting and at the LRPC meeting on March 10
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL

FEBRUARY 12, 2001

7:00pm

Present: Stephen Moriarty, Peter Bingham, John Lambert, James Phipps, Jeffrey Porter, Harland Storey
Excused: Mark Kuntz

I.

The meeting was called to order by Chainnan Moriarty at the Cumberland Town Hall
at 7: 04 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a. January 10, 2001

III.

Moved by Peter Bingham
Seconded by John Lambe11

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

b. January 22, 2001
Moved by Peter Bingham
Seconded by Jim Phipps

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

c. January 24, 200 I
Moved by Peter Bingham
Seconded by Jim Phipps

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

Manager's Report
None

IV.

Public Discussion
None

V.

WORKSHOP:
TOWN COUNCIL and PLANNING BOARD
RE: Growth Management Ordinance
The Town Council and Planning Board held a workshop to discuss the growth management
ordinance for Chebeague Island. A number of Chebeague Island property owners were present to
express their concerns regarding the building permit cap. The cap is set at a maximum of three
building permits per year for Chebeague Island. The current waiting list for growth permits
stands at 17 and extends to 2008. Following several hours of discussion and comments from the
public, Chairman Moriarty summarized the following suggestions made during the workshop:

LISA-Cuethe tape to this point and we will listen together.
•
•
•
•

A moratorium for those on the waiting list as of the first of the year
An exemption provision which would remove ce1tain types of homes and certain applicants
from the scope of the ordinance
The possibility of allocating the unused mainland subdivision permits for 00-0 I to the list of
Chebeague applicants.
A lottery drawing to include all applicants and a residency based system

•
•

Establish impact fees to draw serious permit applicants
The 3-month period for conversion of a growth permit into a building permit as opposed to a
longer period of time given.

Present at the workshop were:
• Town Council: Stephen Moriatty, Peter Bingham, John Lambert, James Phipps, Jeffrey
Porter, Harland Storey
• Planning Board: Phil Hunt, Chair, Joe Taylor, Terry Turner
• Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee: Beth Howe, Sam Ballard
• Town Staff: Carla Nixon, Acting Town Manager; Pat Harrington, Interim Town Planner;
Barbara McPheters, Building Inspector/Codes Enforcement Officer

VI.

Legislation & Policy
None

VII.

Correspondence
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦

Chairman Steve Moriarty; RE: Cumberland Town Council/Board Workshop.
Jensen, Baird, Gardner & Henry; RE: Chebeague Island Growth Permit Ordinance
Amendment Issues.
Beth Howe; RE: Proposed amendments to Cumberland building cap for Chebeague Island
January 20, 200 I.
James Phipps & Beth Howe; RE: Proposal for Changes to the Cumberland Growth
Management Ordinance.
Vacant Lot Approval Report.
Chebeague Island Subdivision Repo1t of 2/12/0 I with attached Zoning Map.
January 2001 Building Permit Report- Barbara McPheters.
Master Summary Report of Building Permits- Barbara McPheters.
Growth Permit Waiting List Report.
Growth Permits Report.
Growth Permits Voided Report.
Chebeague Growth Permit Waiting List vs. Permits Given in 2000.
Maine Real Estate Development Association's recommendations on Growth Caps & Impact
Fees - Terry Turner (On Target Utility Services).
Ken Pelton - Chebeague Island building permit denial letter.
Donald Gerrish, Cumberland County Strategic Planning Committee; RE: Community
Leaders Meeting.
William Rust, Chair; Cumberland County Soil & Water Conservation District; RE: 5 Year
Strategic Plan of Action.
Solid Waste to RWS Rep01t.
Eben Sweetser donor information email.
The Coast of Maine Golf School; RE: Snowmobile Traffic Issues.
Richard Wolf letter - RE: Blanchard Road Property.
Elaine Godsoe - RE: Snowmobile Traffic at the Golf Learning Center & Practice Park.
Jean Dyer, member Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee; RE: Building Cap Proposal
in memo from Jim Phipps & Beth How to Chebeague LRPC <ltd2/11/01.

VIII. New Business
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Councilor Bingham inquired about the status of the development of rules for Twin Brook.
Councilor Porter stated that initially the Recreation Committee was looking into it, but the
Council recommended at a previous meeting that the task be reassigned to the Lands and
Conservation Commission. Chairman Moriarty will check on the status.
Councilor Lambert announced that the Blanchard lot trial was completed. The matter is now
under advisement, and a decision could come at any time. In addition, he is forwarding
response to officials in Yarmouth in hopes to finalizing the Lease Wharf Agreement.
Councilor Lambert expressed that an evaluation of ground water issues on Chebeague should
be one of the first priorities of the Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee. Chairman
Moriarty asked that Interim Town Planner, Pat Harrington follow-up in the Chebeague
ground water study and requested a repo1t listing the cost and time frame at the next Town
Council Meeting. Councilor Phipps asked if Chebeague was included in the Hydrological
Study of 1988 Comprehensive Plan; Chainnan Moriarty said Chebeague had a separate and
later study, but it wasn't factual when it occurred. Councilor Bingham agreed there are major
ground water issues that need to be tended to.
Councilor Porter asked that information relative to Council meetings be included in the
packets and not handed out the night of the meeting. He finds it difficult to read and digest
the material so that it can be applied to discussions during the meeting.
Councilor Porter also expressed his view that greater effort could be made to notify interested
parties of meetings or workshops outside the parameters of the town's legal responsibilities.
(I.e., do resident mailings in addition to Public Notices, agenda postings, news postings, etc.)
Councilor Storey addressed that the Lions Club still wishes to host food concessions at local
outdoor sports events, etc. Bob Vail is the liaison. The Council suggested that the Lions Club
present a formal proposal for consideration.
Chainnan Moriarty announced that he and the Acting Town Manager Carla Nixon will be
meeting with Post Office representatives and interested neighbors to discuss Contract Zoning
th
issues on February 13 . Mr. Moriarty also noted that he and Ms. Nixon will be meeting with
residents of Oak Street (Cumberland Commons) to discuss traffic safety issues on February
13thas well.
Chairman Moriarty announced the first March meeting (12'h) will be held on Chebeague.
Eben Sweetser Donor Drive on March 8°1 was a success. 600- 700 donors participated.
The second February meeting will be held February 26 th in the Council Chambers.
Ms. Nixon reported that the Annual Volunteer Appreciation Night is scheduled for Tuesday,
March 6, 2001 at 6-9pm at Val Halla. Approximately 160 invitations were sent out on
February 10th.
Ms. Nixon updated the Council on the search for a Town Planner.
The first straw vote on the middle school is slated for Tuesday, Feb 27; 2nd straw vote is
March 28, 200 l. Councilors described what 'straw votes' are and that they were required by
state law prior to holding a referendum. Councilor Porter mentioned that he heard the
referendum will be held in May. He also mentioned the Board of Directors of the SAD
should incur the cost associated with this straw vote election since it will be in close
proximity to the regularly scheduled and budgeted June election. Councilor Bingham agreed.
Chairman Moriaity asked Ms. Nixon to have the Town Clerk communicate this view to the
SAD.

IX.

Adjourn
No further business was conducted: Chairman Moriarty motioned to adjourn at
10:15 p.m.
Second by: Jeff Porter

Respectfully Submitted,

Lisa Brown
Administrative Assistant

vote: UNANIMOUS (6)
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January 31, 200 I
Ms. Pam Bosarge
Town of Cumberland
Planning Department
Town Hall
Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Dear Pam:
Enclosed are proposed minutes for our Workshop Meeting last night. If you wish, you can retype
them into your usual format. I did not, unfortunately, keep adequate notes to identify all of the points
made by all of the members in a very open and free flowing discussion so my notes essentially summarize
what was discussed rather than the comments of each individual. You might want to share this with Pat
to see if she has any suggestions or comments for additions.
Tom Powers indicated that since we appear to be making little progress in hiring a full time
planner that we should strike out on our own with respect to the proposed design standards for the Route
One Corridor. We had obtained and reviewed Yarmouth's standards and Tom asked that a proposed
ordinance for Cumberland following the Yarmouth approach should be prepared and made available for
discussion at the March meeting. I think this is a good idea.
The Board also felt that the Council should be apprised of the Board's views with regard to a long
term plan for sidewalk connections in the Center, particularly with the proposed Post Office, Middle
School and the ongoing development of recreational fields at Twin Brooks and Spring Brook Farm. The
addition of sidewalks or other pedestrian facilities for the reconstruction of Blanchard Road should also
be considered in this regard.
· The Board also felt that the Council needed to take a long range look at the impact of future
growth and the need to consider improvement of the roads and traffic patterns in the Town to
accommodate the future traffic impacts which are likely to incur from growth not only in Cumberland but
in North Yarmouth and points further north.
·

We thought that possibly another joint workshop with the Council to consider the State's
designation of growth management areas and the State's proposed designation might be a worthwhile
thing to do.
Please let me know what you and Pat would like to do on these points.
V~cs,

Philip C. Hunt
PCH/hs

•

CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF WORKSHOP MEETING
A workshop meeting of the Cumberland Planning Board was held on Tuesday, January
30, 2001 at the Town Hall to discuss proposed designated growth areas identified by the State
Planning Office. Present were Phil Hunt, Joe Taylor, Tom Powers, Terry Turner and Steve
Sloan. Beth Howe and Martha Porch were absent.
Terry Turner presented information about the Task Force to Study Growth Management
recommendations for submission to the Maine legislature. Of particular concern to the Board
were proposals to set quantitative standards in certain areas of growth management and potential
penalties and limitations on towns that failed to meet the standards. Among the identifiable
standards were a requirement that 70% of new development should occur in designated growth
areas, 10% of new housing should be "affordable" and commercial development should not
impact arterial roads and major coilector roads. These criteria seemed to be particularly
problematical for Cumberland since the historical record has shown that the Town has little
control over the location of residential development, that providing "affordable" housing tends to
be driven by market forces over which the Town has little control, and the only areas in the
Town in which commercial development is allowed adjoins arterial and collector roads (Route 1
and Route 26/100).
Discussion then proceeded to reviewing the designated growth areas depicted on the
maps sent by the State Planning Office for review and comment by the Board. The members of
the Board felt that the growth areas shown on the map represented where growth had occurred in
the past but that these areas were, for the most part, extensively developed and would not be the
growth areas for the future.
For example, the Town Center MOR zone is shown as a growth area, this being the most
densely developed section of Town. The Board felt that the probability of future growth in this
area was minimal as almost all of the parcels of land in that area are either fully developed or are
owned by the Town of School Department or have been considered and found unsuitable for
development. The Foreside LOR zone is likewise shown as a growth area, but again most of the
available land has already been developed. While there are a few remaining large tracts of land,
these lots are currently improved with substantial houses and the likelihood that the current
0'.vners would wish to sell their property for high density residential growth appear.-.;unlikely.
The Board noted that simply expanding the MOR zone to the east and south to include
the land lying between Main Street, Tuttle Road, and the railroad would not tend to focus
residential growth in this area since most of the land lying within this area is either already
developed, owned by the Town or the School Board (dump, public works, Drowne Road School,
Doane property, Town Hall, Town Forest, and the proposed Middle School site), unsuited for
development due to poor soils, streams or lack of access. The expansion of the zone would not
result in making many tracts of land available for residential growth.
The Board members noted that over the past decade the bulk of the growth in residential
subdivisions had occurred to the west of the Town Center on Blanchard Road and Greely Road

Extension with at least 4 major subdivision projects and several minor ones in this area.
Development in this area is likely to continue due to the availability of public water and a
number of large undeveloped parcels of land. The other area of major subdivision activity had
occurred to the east of the Town Center with three major subdivision projects off of Tuttle and
Harris Road. This continues to be likely to be a growth area because of the availability of both
water and sewer along Tuttle Road. However, the potential for growth in this area will tend to be
limited because of the force main section of the sewer. Also, at least along the Tuttle Road, a
substantial portion of the available land for development consists of the Twin Brooks recreation
area controlled by the Town which is not likely to be available for residential development.
While there are a few significant parcels of land, many are already improved with substantial
dwellings and there does not currently appear to be an interest in the current homeowners to
subdivide.
Route One has been the subject of two recent residential development projects. True
Spring Farm has been built. It remains to be seen whether the Guidi project will fly. The
availability of sewer and water along Route One does provide fair opportunity for residential
growth here although much of this area is designated for commercial and office development.
West Cumberland beyond the Fairgrounds has also seen some subdivision activity
despite the lack of water and sewer. The availability of undeveloped land suggests that this will
continue to be an area for residential growth.
The Board noted that there was considerable land available for development along the
Range Road from Bruce Hill Road to Winn Road, the principal obstacles to development in that
area being the lack of public water and poor soils for septic systems.
The Board noted the historical problems of water pollution in the West Cumberland area
and the problem with wells in the Bruce Hill area as being further impediments to development
in that area.
The Board discussed the potential for future development off of Harris Road and the
Range Way. There is a large amount of undeveloped land in this area but much is boggy and not
particularly suitable for residential development. The area is also relatively inaccessible due to
the dead end status of Harris Road and the undeveloped Range Way.
The Board discussed the potential of the Longwoods Road for development. One of the
current deterrents to development in this area is the lack of available public water. Cumberland's
water line along Main Street/Longwoods Road turns west on Winn Road. Falmouth's water line
ends south of the town line. The Board noted that connection of the water line would greatly
enhance the likelihood of development along the Longwoods Road. The presence of the power
line easement, stream, and poor topography would be factors limiting gro\\1h.
The Board noted that over half of the residential development in Cumberland in recent
years has involved lots which are not in a subdivision. This includes considerable development
of back lots and family subdivisions not subject to review. These developments, often with long
driveways or private roads have presented some problems for the Town primarily in the area of

..
multiple driveways and poorly constructed private roads and ways. Efforts have been made to
combat the road problems but non-subdivision growth will continue to be a problem if the Town
will be expected to meet growth management standards.
One of the major problems with Cumberland's effort to control and manage growth is
that many of the decisions are made by individuals in the market place and circumstances
beyond the Town's control. The Town might prefer to have a certain parcel ofland along
Blanchard Road close to the Center developed first and a second parcel further out from the
center developed second but if the first land owner wants to keep his open acres and the second
is ready to sell for development the Town has no ability to make the second landowner wait
(although the Town can influence the decision by its actions relating to infrastructure and the
conditions of subdivision review).
Discussion proceeded to the question of infra structure and, in particular, roads and
sidewalks. The Board members continued to feel that an improved road network would be
necessary to cope with future growth in Town and that alternatives to burdening Main Street
needed to be implemented. The following road improvements were suggested: ( 1) completion
of Greely Road Extension to Bruce Hill Road; (2) completion of Pleasant Valley Road to
Orchard Road; (3) completion of Blanchard Road Extension to Route 26/100; (4) connection of
Harris Road to Longwoods Road; (5) development of a connection from Greely Road to Tuttle
Road, perhaps along the perimeter of the Spring Brook/Twin Brooks complex; (6) improvement
of the Range Way; (7) outlet from Greely Road/Tuttle Road to 1-95 South.
The need for additional sidewalks or walking paths to provide safe pedestrian passage
among town facilities was also mentioned. There should be a sidewalk connection from the
Town Center to the Drowne Road School and the Town Hall. The need for this \.Viiihe more
acute if the Middle School is developed at the Drowne Road/Tuttle Road location. The
possibility of a sidewalk extending down from the Center to Twin Brooks should be pursued.
The concern is that the existing "bikeway" paved shoulder does not provide adequate safety for
pedestrians. The possibility of a sidewalk along Route 88 was suggested based on the heavy
pedestrian use of this area. The Board felt that with increased population growth there would be
increased demand for safe pedestrian routes in Town.
The possibility of water line/sewer line extensions was considered but the sense of the
Board was that water and sewer line extension costs should be borne by developers rather than
the Town. The only caveat noted was that such a policy left the future pattern of growth in the
hands of the developer and the market place.
The Board concluded that the proposed development areas shown on the State's map
were, most likely, not an accurate predictor of where anticipated future grow1h would occur. The
consensus was that no response should be made until the future course of growth management
legislation was ascertained.

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Carla Nixon

FROM:

Steve Moriarty

DATE:

February 1, 2001

RE:

2/12/01 Workshop

Enclosed is a memo to the Council and Planning Board concerning the upcoming
workshop on 2/12/01. Please send a copy of the memo with the two attachments to all
members of the Planning Board, and please include the memo with attachments in the
council packets. In addition, it would be helpful if a copy of the growth management
ordinance could be included as well.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Cumberland Town Council and Planning Board

FROM:

Steve Moriaiiy

DATE:

February 1, 2001

RE:

Council/Planning Board Workshop, 2/12/01, 6:00 p.m.

We have planned a workshop meeting on Monday, February 12, 2001 at 6:00 p.m.
in the council chambers, to last approximately 1 1/2 hours. We will use the meeting to
review the growth management ordinance adopted by the council on 6/28/00 with
particular reference to the unanticipated demand for growth permits on Chebeague Island.
Time permitting, we may also discuss the effect of the ordinance upon the build-out of
subdivisions, and impact fees for new residential construction.
On January 23, a meeting was held in Jim Phipps' office, and the following
attended:
Administration:

Bob Benson, Patricia Han-ington, and Bill Healey

Town Council:

Steve Moria1iy and Jim Phipps

Planning Board:

Beth Howe

Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee:
Town Attorney:

Ken Cole
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Sam Ballard

At the meeting we discussed two possible approaches to addressing the long waiting list
of applicants for growth permits on Chebeague Island. As of 1/22/01, the waiting list had
grown to 21 applicants, taking us to the year 2008.
The first proposal discussed was a two-pali recommendation from the Chebeague
Long Range Planning Committee. Attached is the e-mail to me from Beth Howe setting
forth the recommendation and including the minutes of the Chebeague LRPC dated
1/20/01. The first portion of the recommendation is a "moratorium" for those who were
on the waiting list as of the first of the year. Essentially, those on the list would be given
the option to accept a growth permit immediately, and would be given six months to
conve1i the growth pe1mit into a building permit. Those desiring to stay on the waiting
list would have that option.
The second component is an exemption provision which would remove certain
types of homes and certain applicants from the scope of the ordinance. I will not review
the details of the recommendation at length, as the proposal is fully set foith in the
attached materials.
As an alternative, I raised the possibility of allocating the unused mainland
subdivision pe1mits for '00 - '01 to the list of Chebeague applicants. To review, the
ordinance provided that no more than 1/2 of the 44 building pe1mits allowed per year
shall be issued for units within subdivisions. However, the more recent subdivisions
approved from 1/1/98 - 5/22/00 were exempted from the ordinance. Thus, the 22
subdivision pe1mits per year may be claimed by subdivisions approved prior to 1/1/98 or
after 5/22/00.
Page 2

As of 1/22/01, only 5 subdivision growth permits had been issued since the
ordinance went into effect. At my request, Pat Harrington has prepared some infmmation
concerning older subdivisions, and I enclose a copy of her summary for review. As you
can see, only 13 lots remain for subdivisions approved before 1/1/98. Significantly, no
new subdivisions have been approved since 5/22/00.
We then discussed how we would go about allocating unused subdivision pe1mits
for Chebeague residents. The options include first in time based upon the filing of the
growth permit application, a "lottery" drawing to include all applicants, and a residencybased system. With regard to this latter point, Ken advised us that we could not
distinguish between those applicants who are cmTent residents and those applicants who
would become residents once the proposed dwelling were constructed. There seemed to
be a sense that the first in time approach would be the most equitable.
We then discussed whether we should adhere to the existing 3 month period for
conversion of a growth permit into a building permit, or whether a longer period of time
should be allowed. I expressed the concern that a shmter conversion period would
artificially accelerate the construction timetable and result in a more rapid level of new
development than may be desired. I also expressed some concerns about a potential
supply and demand problem for building contractors on the island, which could possibly
lead to increased building costs.

In light of these issues, we discussed longer conversion periods ranging from 6
months to 5 years. In my view, the creation of a longer time in which to convert the
growth pe1mit into a building permit would allow for the construction of homes on a
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more gradual basis. There was a consensus that an unlimited period in which to convert
could create administrative burdens.
We concluded our discussions by raising the question of whether we should make
a commitment at this point to similarly allocate unused permits in future years. Most
agreed that there was no need to do so at this point and that it may be unwise to make
such a promise in advance.
Of course, the utility of this proposal is based upon an assumption that there will
be a meaningful number of unused subdivision permits at the end of the fiscal year. At
this point, there are 17 unused permits, although this could obviously change as the
building season approaches. In the event that there were ultimately not enough unused
pe1mits left to sufficiently address the problem, there is another option to consider. More
specifically, we could exempt the pre-1/1/98 subdivisions from the provisions of the
ordinance. This would immediately create a "pool" of 22 units, as there have been no
subdivisions approved since 5/22/00 and it is thought that no additional subdivisions will
be approved between now and the end of the fiscal year. In this regard, bear in mind that
there are only 13 remaining unbuilt lots in the pre-1/1/98 subdivisions. Of this total, 7 are
in subdivisions that were approved from 11/5/85 - 5/27/88. The fact that there are 7
remaining lots in these rather old subdivisions suggests that they will not be sold and
built upon in rapid succession.
In any event, please come prepared to share your thoughts concerning the growth
management ordinance in general and the Chebeague situation in particular.
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From:

To:
Subject:

Steve Moriarty
"mpassano@earthlink.net".GWIA.GWDOM
Re: Chebeague building cap meeting

Thanks for the information. See you later.
»> "Leonard Passano" <mpassano@earthlink.net> 01/23/01 09:22AM >»
Steve -- Here are two items for the meeting with Ken Cole this afternoon.
I actually had copies with me last night, but forgot to give them to you.
The Chebeague LRPC met on Saturday to talk about the building cap and these
are the ideas that came out of that meeting along with the minutes to give
you a sense of the discussion. I know there are some items in the exemption
proposal that raise red flags. This is not intended to be incendiary -- you
just have to remember that this really is a citizen group, not a group of
lawyers. This is why we need to discuss the ideas with people like you and
Cole.
Beth Howe

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CUMBERLAND BUILDING CAP FOR CHEBEAGUE ISLAND
JANUARY 20, 2001
Building Cap Moratorium Proposal
All people who were on Cumberland* s growth permit waiting list for Chebeague
as of January 1, 2001 are eligible for the moratorium. Anyone on the list
who so chooses will be given a growth permit. They will then have 6 months
in which to convert those growth permits to building permits. Anyone on the
list who does not wish to have a growth permit can remain on the waiting
list.

Building Cap Exemption Proposal
An exemption will be given to any applicant for a growth permit on Chebeague
who meets the requirements of Section A and one of the requirements of
either section B or Section C.

A. Basic Requirements
They are building a house designed for year-round occupation.
They are building a house smaller than xxx square feet.
They can show that:
They have lived on Chebeague for at least a year, or
They are first-time homebuyers, or
The land that they are building on had belonged to them or their family for
50
years or more.

-

B. Locational Options
They will build a house not located on or with direct access to the shore,
or
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They will build a house located in an existing subdivision or a development
zone which may be defined in the future ..
C. Conservation Options
They are willing to agree to grant a conservation easement on at least xxx
percent of the land associated with the house, or
They are willing to grant an easement to the residents of the Town of
Cumberland or to the general public to an existing path on the property.

Minutes of the Chebeague Long-Range Planning Committee, January 20 2001,
9:00 at the Public Safety Building
Present: Sam Ballard, Phil Jordan, Sylvia Ross, Martha Hamilton, Mabel
Doughty, Beth Howe, Ann Thaxter, Al Traina, and Nancy Adams.
Absent: Jim Phipps, Donna Damon, Ernie Burgess, Carol White, Michael Porter,
Jane Frizzell, Jean Dyer
Others present: Leland Hamilton and Robert Libby
Sam began by saying that Jim could not be at the meeting, and that, after a
discussion with Jim, the agenda had been amended to take out the proposal to
have a re-survey on the building cap options. There is no time for a
re-survey. The Council wants to act in February or March on amending the
building cap to meet Chebeague* s concerns. Beth argued that it would be
possible to put out a survey and get it back within about 6 weeks. Sam said
that Jim believes that it is not realistic to expect people to make informed
judgments on policy proposals on a survey. This is the job for the Council.
Phil said that Chebeague is somewhat different from the mainland in that
there are many property owners who cannot come to hearings or read the
Forecaster and do not know that this issue is being discussed.
Leland said he thought that people who had answered the original survey
question on growth had no idea that there could be a building cap. Ann said
we did not, either. Phil asked whether it would be possible to have a
temporary moratorium on the Island portion of the building cap in order to
allow people who are on the Town* s waiting list now to build. Ann suggested
that all people on the waiting list be given growth permits. They would
have to convert them to building permits within a certain time or have them
disappear. Beth suggested 90 days, as in the existing law; someone else
suggested giving them a year to convert the growth permit to a building
permit.
Someone asked when would the moratorium take effect and who would it cover?
Would it cover only the people on the Town* s waiting list on, say January 1,
2001? Or on the day the moratorium was adopted by the Council, or on some
later date such as July 1, 2001? The effective date would affect the number
of people who would probably be on the waiting list, since, when the word
went out that a moratorium was being considered, more people might get on
the list. Leland said that we don* t want to give people an incentive to
build sooner than they would otherwise. Ann said that if people were not
ready to build within 90 days or a year, there would be no point to their

getting on the list to benefit from the moratorium.
Someone asked whether it would be possible only to cover people who had been
on the list on January 1. Beth said we could ask Ken Cole that. She also
suggested giving people 6 months to convert their growth permit to a
building permit.
Ann said that such a moratorium would be a good idea since it would help the
people who felt they did not have adequate notice of the building cap. Sam
said we have to be concerned about the added demand for services created by
a couple of years of substantial building ? 7 building permits this year and
maybe as many as 8 under a moratorium. Beth said that probably two years of
high growth would not create a major problem. Ann said we should remember
the reason for the building cap in the first place: growth in demand for all
services ? schools, roads and so on. We are different from the mainland in
not having any sewer or public water. So we should go back to things like
doing a groundwater survey, and developing bluff zoning. These would give
us better information about how much growth would be reasonable and ways to
reduce harmful effects. The moratorium would, in the end, enable us to
keep the 3-house building cap over the long run. Sylvia said we should map
wetlands, as well, to determine where development should not occur. There
was consensus that the moratorium would be a good idea.
Final version of the Building Cap Moratorium Proposal
All people who were on Cumberland* s growth permit waiting list for Chebeague
as of January 1, 2001 are eligible for the moratorium. Anyone on the list
who so chooses will be given a growth permit. They will then have 6 months
in which to convert those growth permits to building permits. Anyone on the
list who does not wish to have a growth permit can remain on the waiting
list.
Beth said that, quite aside from the moratorium, she also wanted to propose
some kind of exemption that would apply once the 3-house cap went back into
effect. She mentioned Ken Cole* s Constitutional objection to the
people-oriented exemption, and said that Jim Springer, a lawyer in
Washington and summer resident, thought that maybe he was not correct in
this judgment. He would be willing to help us, if we chose. The
alternative approach would be to have an exemption for certain kinds of
buildings and lots. She explained that in the building-oriented proposal
she had not only tried to think of criteria that would help possible
year-round residents, but had included ones that encouraged people to give
conservation easements and to build either in existing subdivisions or in
areas that we might designate as development zones. The State is asking the
Town to define such zones, and this would be done by considering the kinds
of factors that Ann and Sylvia had suggested, above.
Ann suggested that maybe the building-oriented exemption would be
sufficient, and we would not have to get into the people-oriented criteria
and the Constitutional issues they pose. Sylvia suggested adding a
criterion that would give points to houses built on land owned by the
builder or their family for 50 years or more. Leland wanted to include
residence on Chebeague for at least a year. Beth said she thought that
giving points for being a first-time home buyer would help young families

wanting to move to the Island full-time. However, all of these criteria
would have to be tried out on Ken Cole since they may verge over into being
people-oriented criteria.
Beth asked about the conservation easement idea. There was agreement that
it was a good addition. Beth said she wanted to include easements to paths
as well. Sam said he objected because he wanted to be sure that people knew
that they could restrict use of paths only to residents of the Town. He
would agree to including paths if this were made clear.
Phil and Ann said they did not like the use of a point system. Phil
suggested having some fixed requirements that anyone getting an exemption
would have to meet and then one additional requirement that could be met by
a choice between a locational and a conservation option. After further
discussion the group agreed to the following:

(

Final version of the Building Cap Exemption Proposal

..

An exemption will be given to any applicant for a growth permit on Chebeague
who meets the requirements of Section A and one of the requirements of
either section B or Section C.
A. Basic Requirements
They are building a house designed for year-round occupation.
They are building a house smaller than xxx square feet.
They can show that:
They have lived on Chebeague for at least a year, or
They are first-time homebuyers, or
The land that they are building on had belonged to them or their family for

50
years or more.
B. Locational Options
They will build a house not located on or with direct access to the shore,
or
They will build a house located in an existing subdivision or a development
zone which may be defined in the future ..
C. Conservation Options
They are willing to agree to grant a conservation easement on at least xxx
percent of the land associated with the house, or
They are willing to grant an easement to the residents of the Town of
Cumberland or to the general public to an existing path on the property.
Ann summed up that we should recommend both the moratorium and the exemption
to the Council. Martha and Beth said they thought maybe only the exception
would be needed. This was discussed, but it was agreed that that limiting
the moratorium list to January 1 and the conversion period to 6 months would
limit its impact and allow the 3-house cap to be re-instituted. Someone
asked if, given these proposals, there was still a need for a re-survey. It
was agreed that it would be difficult to put these options to people in a
questionnaire and that the spirit of the public views in the first survey
would be maintained by having a 3-house cap with an exemption over the long
run.

Martha asked whether the article she had written for the Calendar was still
relevant. Several people said they thought the Calendar piece should say
that the Committee was considering a moratorium and an exemption, but that
these were still being developed. Sam strongly disagreed. We should not
publish options in the Calendar that had not been gone over by Cole, Benson
and Phipps. Mabel agreed. The others said that events are moving along
fairly quickly and the public needs to be informed about what is being
considered; the March Calendar would be too late. Phil suggested having a
mailing separate from the Calendar after discussions with Cole, Benson and
Phipps. Sam agreed.

01/29101

11:00

FAX

~(12

Vacant lots in approved exempt (1/1/98 - 5/22/2000) subdivisions
True Spring

Fanns(condos)

FlintlockRidge
RockRidge

4 of

01/18/00

1 of 16 units

03/03/98

Ext) 7 of 14 units

06/15/99

{HarrisRoad

StonegateEstates {Blanchard

12/21/99

8 of 9 units

{Tuttle Road

Estates

20units

Total

20

Vacant lots or µnitsin subdivisions

Date approved

Idlewood (Range Road)

3 of 20 units

11/18/97

Valley Road

2 of 13 units

06/03/97

Field Road

2 of 10 unJts

5/27/88

WindyKnolls

1 of 11 units

5/27/88

Sunnyfield Farm

1 of 8 units

8/29/96

Falmouth Country Club

3 of 33 units

., .

11/16/87

\

Cumberland

Estates(Harris
Total

Rd.)

1 of 18units

1]/5/85

13

There have been no new subdivisions approved since 5/22/00,
The Planning Board anticipates only two (2) additional lots to be appro,·ed by June
30, 2001. One lot would be in Treleaven off Blanchard Road. This would be a total
of 5 lots; 4 were exempt from subdivision review. One lot would be on Chebeague
Island, addlng a lot to the School House Subdivision.
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January 2001

Monthly Building Permits
2

Alterations
Barn

$41,000.00

$153.00

$10,000.00

$201.60

House

9

$1,770,235.00

$4,592.95

Renovation

3

$66,800.00

$170.00

15

$1,888,035.00

$5,117.55

2

$41,000.00

$153.00

$10,000.00

$201.60

Totals

YTD Building Permits
Alterations
Barn
House

9

$1,770,235.00

$4,592.95

Renovation

3

$66,800.00

$170.00

15

$1,888,035.00

$5,117.55

Electrical Permits for January 2001

Fee

Count

$281.00

13

YTD Electrical Permits

Fee

Count

$281.00

13

Plumbing Permits for January 2001

Fee

Count
15

$1,325.00

Fee

Count
15

$1,325.00

Barbara McPheters
Building Inspector'
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Building Permits
Date

Permit

January 2001
Owner

Map/Lot

Location

Ime_rvmnt
House

Est Cost

Fee

$250,000.00

$576.00

$60,000.00

$130.00

$6,500.00

$30.00

House

S200,000.00

$616.00

House

$200,000.00

$474.45

S300.00

$10.00

159 RANGE WA Alterations

$21,000.00

$103.00

Smith, Bruce

75 Bruce Hill Ro Alterations

$20,000.00

$50.00

R01 / 51C

Storey, James

42R Middle Roa

Barn

$10,000.00

$201.60

01-010

U12 /7C

Verrill, Scott

27 Checkerberry

House

$250,000.00

$466.75

01/18/2001

01-012

R05C / 20

Gallati, David

144 Range Road House

$235.00

$446.00

01/18/2001

01/011

U12 /7B

Verrill, Scott

28 Checkerberry

$250,000.00

$457.80

01/30/2001

01-013

R03B / 12

Ames, Peter & Ali

69 Rock Ridge R House

01/30/2001

01-014

U12/ 11B

Carley, Kevin

16 Treleaven Wa House

01/30/2001

01-015

R07D / 14

Chase Custom Ho 5 Stonewall Driv

01/01/2001

01-001

U12/11C

Lalumiere, Judy

15 Wasabi Way

01/02/2001

01-002

R04 / 34

Netland, Thomas

212 Greely Road Renovation

01/09/2001

01-003

R05C / 11

Anderson, Kennet

8 ldlewood Gros

Renovation

01/09/2001

01-004

U14A / 8B

Jordan, Joanne

23 Sawyer Lane

01/10/2001

01-005

R07 / 92D

Chase Custom Ho 108 Mill Road

01/10/2001

01-006

R04 / 30

Sorbello, Joe

146 Greely Road Renovation

01/11/2001

01-007

R03B / 19

New England Tel

01/16/2001

01-008

R05 / 39

01/17/2001

01-009

01/18/2001
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Monday, February 05, 2001
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House

House
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SO.OD

$562.80

$300,000.00

$549.40

$320,000.00

$443.75

$1,888,035.00

$5,117.55
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'Jill

Planning Dept. Receptionist
Turner, Terry [TTurner@ Union Water.com]
Monday, February 12, 2001 9:40 AM
'pbosarge@cumberlandmaine.com'
Growth Caps & Impact Fees

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

■

surr.maryimpactfees2

.d

Here is a copy of the Maine Real Estate Development Association's (MEREDA}
recommendations on Growth Caps & Impact Fees that was submitted to the Maine
Legislature's "Smart Growth Task Force" this past November. It may be
something for the Council & Planning Board to have for their meeting
tonight. Steve Moriarty's Feb. 1, 2001 memo mentions impact fees for new
residential construction.
oc

<<summaryimpactfees2.doc>>
Terry Turner
On Target Utility Services
52 Canco Road
Portland, ME. 04103
(207) 771-8325
(207) 879-9915 (fax}
Email: tturner@unionwater.com

Summary of MEREDA's Recommendations
Regarding Impact Fees and Growth Caps

MERED A understands that growth caps and impact fees have a place in the regulation of
development. However, growth caps and impact fees often
•
•
•
•

reflect a lack of planning for growth
encourage more dispersed development farther out from Maine's service center
communities where development pressures are less intense
discourage affordable and middle income housing, and
impede planned, capital-intensive developments.

Constitutional considerations and sound public policy require that these regulatory
measures be employed only in the context of a responsible municipal plan to foreseeable growth.
Sound planning that is responsive to growth pressures on a regional basis is a necessary
condition.
The following recommendations address these and other issues related to impact fees and
growth caps:
1.

Impact Fee Ordinances

Impact fees should be based on an orderly municipal planning process (i.e. not in reaction to
specific project proposals) that responds to reasonably foreseeable growth. Impact fees should
be predictable and reasonably proportional to the impacts caused by the development that pays
the fees.
The language of the current impact fee legislation, 30 M.S.R.A. sec. 4354, should be
amended to include the following:
1. Impact fees could only be applied by Municipalities that have both:
•

A Comprehensive Plan approved by the State Planning Office, and

•

A Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) with a time schedule for
implementation as part of the Comprehensive Plan.

State Planning Office standards should require that these plans
demonstrate that the Municipality has made appropriate provision for
reasonably anticipated growth.
2. Existing language in the statute requiring that the impact fees be
returned if the identified capital improvements are not made during the
schedule for implementation should be reviewed and tightened if
necessary.
3. If an impact fee is in force, it should be applied uniformly for all
building permits for new construction and for additions. (Renovations
involving re-doing a kitchen or bath should be excluded.) Some
municipalities currently have impact fees that apply only to new
houses in subdivisions. We understand that a significant proportion of

new housing starts in Maine are on lots not located in approved
subdivisions.
4. Impact Fees should not be allowed in municipalities that have enacted
building permit caps. The theory behind building caps is that the
number of permits allowed is the sustainable growth that a town has
determined it can handle with existing infrastructure and planned
improvements to that infrastructure.
5. The State Planning Office should review impact fee ordinances for
consistency with state statutory requirements before the impact fee
ordinance can be effective. [The review may include an analysis of
impacts in other municipalities.]
6. An appeals process for impact fee disputes should be mandated. It is
suggested that that a state level review by a panel such as the State
Board of Assessment Review be empowered to settle disputes over the
assessment of impact fees in specific cases.
2.

Impact Fees and School Funding

No doubt we all need to have a better understanding of the ways in which State school
funding allocations affect development patterns in Maine. MEREDA perceives that any
significant reliance on impact fees to solve school funding concerns is misplaced. Such
measures will only exacerbate an already serious problem with housing affordability in growth
areas and will promote growth to outlying areas. State school funding formulae should be
examined very carefully to identify and eliminate all disincentives that high growth suburban
communities have to accept their fair share of development, particularly affordable and middle
income housing. Whether there is a legitimate role in Maine for impact fees for school
construction is a public policy issue that can only be evaluated after the essentials of school
funding have been fundamentally rationalized with the state policies regarding growth and
sprawl.
3.

State Impact Fees

Impact fees mandated by state agencies (usually in the form of mandated off site
improvements) should be subject to the same substantive standards for impact fees as the
municipalities must observe (e.g. "the amount of the fee must be reasonably related to the
development's share of the cost of infrastructure improvements made necessary by the
development"). Specific orders to provide or pay for public infra-structure improvements should
be subject to an expeditious appeals process at the State level by a board of review such as the
State Board of Assessment Review.
4.

Building Caps

The State Planning Office should be reviewing growth cap ordinances as part of growth
management plans and no such ordinance should be effective absent such approval.
Building caps should be temporary and phase out as the municipality has time to plan for
and implement necessary infrastructure developments to accommodate foreseeable growth.

Legislation should be enacted to treat building caps in a manner that is much like the way
building moratoriums are handled now. Under this approach, caps could only be enacted initally
for a very short planning period, 180 clays with the possibility of an extension for another 180
days, for planning. Once planning was completed caps that are tailored to the identified infrastructure problem, could be continued over a longer period of time for implementation of the
municipal capital investments identified in the planning process. MEREDA believes any
implementation phase should be subject to an outside maximum of three years. In effect, a
municipality would be able to enact a building cap ordinance only to buy time while it gets its
capital investment plan together.
There should be a limit to the number of temporary building cap periods a municipality
can have, such as no more than one every ten ( 10) years.
5.

Impact Fees/Building Caps and the Effect on Affordable Housing

There is extensive evidence that impact fees and growth caps increase housing costs and
therefore make housing less affordable. The task force should consider legislation that would
require or induce municipal land use planning initiatives to promote middle income and
affordable housing in the areas of the state where there is the greatest development pressure.
Examples possible techniques include but are not limited to:
•

a state-mandated density bonus for affordable housing, as defined by the MSHA, in
any zoning district in all municipalities

•

state-mandated requirement that mixed use housing (not just limited to affordable) be
permitted in any zone where commercial use is permitted.
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Growth pennit waiting list

To.vn of Cumberland

Year
#
2001
1
2001
2
3
2001
1
2002
2
2002
2002
3
1
2003
2
2003
2003
3
2004
1
2
2004
2004
3
2005
1
2
2005
3
2005
20061 1
2
2006
2006
3
1
2007
2007
2
2007
3
2008
1
2008
2
2008
3

Time
Date
Received Received Type
3:02 PM Island
08/01/00
08/10/00 11:59 AM Island
1:35 PM Island
08/14/00
09/08/00 11:32 AM Island
09/11/00
8:08AM Island
3:11 PM Island
09/12/00
3:46 PM Island
09/12/00
3:22 PM Island
09/19/00
4:16 PM Island
09/20/00
4:32 PM Island
09/21/00
10/03/00
8:10AM Island
10/18/00 12:16AM Island
11/09/00 12:51 PM Island
8:36AM Island
11/21/00
11/29/00
1:18 PM Island
12/21/00 12:26PM Island
01/09/01
3:49PM Island
3:50 PM Island
01/09/01
01/09/01
4:49 PM Island
01/18/01 10:47 AM Island
9:21 AM Island
01/19/01
1:30 PM Island
01/25/01
01/31/01 11:51 AM Island
Island

Subdivision Name

Cart Road Acres

Cart Road Acres

Division Shores

Cart Road Acres

Last
Bisharat
Todd
Hunt
Marshall
Moulton
Rugh
Libby
Watson
Wilson
Rich
Lloyd-Rees
Hall
Haberthur
Colbeth
Boisvert
Whittemore
Crosby
Crosby
Butters
Marion
West
Pelton
Kidd

Street
Map Lot
First
103 106 South Road
Leila and Suhail
106 34 School House Rd
Daniel and Heidi
Robert & Winter, Irene 103 68B South Road
103 105 South Road
Barbara
101 76 38 Proctor Drive
John
North Road
106 8A
Aaron
104 90C West View Road
Robert & Paula
107 41 Old Cart Road
Donald & Karen
104 90D Sunset Road
David
Littlefield Road
106
7
Patricia
107 50 Old Cart Road
David & Susan
102 12A 12 South Road
Peter
103 107 B South Road
Robert& Lyn
107 74 Ship Lane
Clyde
103 130 B North Road
Richard & Paiae
1051 8 B North Road
Ann
Russell & Sala, Margar 101 15 Cottage Road
Russell & Sala, Margar 101 15 Cott=e Road
101 11A Cottage Road
Charles
107 72 Bar Point Road
Vicki
104 29A Buxhill BI-,tj
Susan
107 43 Old Cart Road
Kenneth
106 32 School House Rd
Dan

2/12/01
Date
Bldg Appl Penni!
Septic
Number Issued
Due
Letter Issued Time
Design
07/11/00 08/09/00
08/10/00 08/17/00
08/14/00 08/17/00
08/28/00 09/20/00
09/08/00 09/22/00
07/02/99 09/22/00
09/08/00 09/22/00
06/16/00 09/25/00
09/14/00 09/25/00
09/15/00 09/25/00
09/29/00 10/10/00
10/16/00 10/25/00
10/05/00 11/14/00
10/23/00 11/22/00
11/28/00 12/05/00
12/13/00 12/27/00
01/05/01 01/10/01
01/05/01 01/10/01
01/09/01 01/10/01
01/18/01
Existing
11/29/00 01/22/01
01/10/01 01/30/01
01/28/00

#

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
"21
22

Time
Date
Received Received

Type
Habitat
Habitat
07/17/00 3:42 PM Island
07/19/00 1:00PM Island
07/19/00 4:43 PM Island
07/03/00 11:50AM Non-subdiv
07/12100 9:15AM Non-subdiv
07/14/00 9:10AM Non-subdiv
07/25/00 2:20PM Non-subdiv
08/22/00 1:09 PM Non-subdiv
09/06/00 1:07 PM Non-subdiv
09/15/00 10:19 AM Non-subdiv
09127/00 1:52 PM Non-subdiv
09128/00 4:41 PM Non-subdiv
09/28/00 4:42PM Non-subdiv
10/12100 11:34AM Non-subdiv
11/15/00 8:13AM Non-subdiv
11/15/00 1:35 PM Non-subdiv
11/16100 2:25AM Non-subdiv
11/16/00 5:11 PM Non-subdiv
11/21100 8:35AM Non-subdiv
11/21/00 1:58 PM Non-subdiv
11/29/00 3:18 PM Non-subdiv
12104/00 8:11 AM Non-subdiv
12107/00 4:35 PM Non-subdiv
12/26100 9:30AM Non-subdiv
01102/01 10:58AM Non-subdiv
07/05/00 10:53AM Subdivision
08/03/00 12:22 PM Subdivision
11/01/00 12:17 PM Subdivision
11/30/00 2:46 PM Subdivision
01/10/01 2:53PM Subdivision

1/22/01

Growth Permits

Town of Cumberland

Subdivision Name

Last

First

Map

107
Minor
Paul
Paul & Kathleen 107
Richards
101
Robert & Joan
Dayton
Roland
ROSA
Morrison
R06
Norma
Seekins
RO?
Mary
Cyr
Fran
R03
Shanley
U10
Grover
Ben
R08
Boyle
William
U14
Lalumiere
Mary
RO?
Timothy
Maloney
Scott
U12
Verrill
U12
Verrill
Scott
Harry & Deborat R04
Patton
Roger & Elizabe R06
Brooks
Thompson Peter & Kathy
U17
RO?
Peterson
Richard
ROB
Richard
Peterson
Joanne
U14
Jordan
Meoli
Richard
R03
R03
James H.
Price
U12
Lalumiere
Scott
ROS
Stockholm Benedict
W & Bickford, J ROS
Stiles
Kevin
U12
Carley
U12A
Sawchuck Peter&Ann
Sunnyfield Farm
R0SB
Falmouth Country Club Raczkowski David T.
ROSA
Hildreth & White
Valley Road Cluster
R0SC
W. David
Gallati
ldlewood
R02A
Noreita
Schooner Ridge
Carriere

Division Shores
Division Point

Lot

65
55
21 A
78
49
72 B
41
9F
64A
63C
72C
7C
7B
20A
18 D
4F
92D
12
88
15
23A
11 A
13
35
11 B
6
8
15C
20

34

Street

Issued

Time

Bldg Appl
Due

Permit
Number Date Issued

280-00
07/20100 11:20AM
Bar Point Rd
279-00
07/20100 11:30 AM
Bluff Head Road
07/20/00 11:35AM
239-00
646 South Road
232-00
07107/00 9:25AM
225 Blanchard Road
267-00
07/17/00 3:50 PM
Blanchard Rd
278-00
07/17100 4:25 PM
Maloneys Ridge Way
276-00
07/27/00 9:10AM
43 Harris Road
246-00
Strawberry Ridge Lane 09/14/00 4:50 PM
314-00
09/20100 3:55 PM
26 Orchard Road
317-00
09/22/00 10:50AM
36 Val Halla Road
285-00
09129/00 10:03AM
MaloneysRidge Way
010-01
10/20/00 11:57 AM
47 Blanchard Road
011-01
10/20/00 11:58AM
47 Blanchard Road
290-00
10/25/00 8:30AM
8 Farms Edge Way
Greely Road Extension 11/16/00 4:58 PM 02115/01
313-00
11/16/00 5:02 PM
23 Old Farm Road
005-01
11/21/00 11:39AM
108 Mill Road
11/21/00 12:01 PM 02120101
PleasantValley Road
004-01
23 ScNl'yerLane
11121/00 1:13 PM
11/21100 2:02 PM 02120/01
45 LongwoodsRoad
12111/00 11:24AM 03/10/01
Andrea Way
001-01
12112100 1:18 PM
Treleaven Way
Letter sent 12127/00 - Lot size inadequate
Turkey Lane
12/27100 4:00PM 03/26/01
Alder Way
16 TreleavenWav
01/04/01 9:03AM 04103/01
206-00
07107100 9:30AM
Sunnyfield Lane
257-00
08/09/00 10:05AM
27 Hazeltine Drive
299-00
11/08/00 11:46AM
42 Valley Road
012-01
12/13/00 10:19 AM
418 Range Road
01/16101 12:59 PM 04/15101
282 Foreside Road

10/19/00
10/19100
08/23/00
08/21/00
09/29/00
10/15/00
10/17/00
09/18/0012112100
12120/00
11/30100
01/18/01
01/18101
11/06/00
12/12100
01/10/01
01/10/01

01/03/01

07/18100
09/27100
11/14100
01/18/01

GrowthPennitsVoided

Town of Cumberland

#

Date
Time
Received Received
Type
09/19/00
3:16PM Non-subdiv

Subdivision Name

Last
Dunnett

First
Robin

Map
U12

Lot
11

Street
Treleaven WoY

1/4/01

Issued
09/28/00

Bldg Appl j Permit j
Time
Due
Number Date Issued
6:10 PM Letter sent permit IIOided 112/01

February 8, 2001
To: Barbara E. McPheters, CEO.Building Inspector Town Of Cumberland
From: Ken Pelton
Re: Chebeague Island Building Permit (Map 17 -Lot 43)

Dear Barbara,
I recently applied for a building permit and was denied. This denial was based on restrictions to build on
Chebeague Island due to over crowding of the school system in Cumberland. While I can understand the
difficulties the town has incurred because of the influx of population due to new residential construction, It
has put undue stress on me being denied a permit to build. Being a retired school teacher, I understand the
problems that are incurred due to over crowding . However I still find it hard to believe that building
restrictions that have been imposed on a piece of land that I have owned since 1989, land that was
approved to build on by the town of Cumberland previous to my acquisition .Land.that all of a sudden has
been blockaded from a future plan to build a retirement home .
My confusion lies on the fact that I've owned this property and paid taxes with the idea that I could build a
residence. Now applying for a permit ( to secure a permit) to build has certainly confused the issue. The
plans to build a small home on the island to reside in for the future are uncertain.
My plan was to start building a residence spring of this year 2001. At this point I'm not sure what can be
done. Being denied a building permit prohibits an execution of this plan. Owning a piece of land that just
sits there, but can not be used continues to be a financial responsibility, at this point seems to be a fruitless
venture.
Thank your for your consideration and reviewing my concerns

~~
c:e~:~
375 A West Gray Road
Gary, Maine 04039

MEMO: TO: Beth Howe, Jim Phipps and, as appropriate
Plnning Board and Town Council
From,,

Jea-f'~ber

Chebeague Long Range Planning

members of Cumberland
Committee

Re: Building Cap Proposal in memo from Jim Phipps and Beth Howe to
Chebeague LRPC dated 2/11/ol
Since I am unable to attend the meeting on 2/12 I want to present these
written comments and clarifications
with regard to my support of the
above-mentioned proposl.
(1) I support including Chebegue subdivisions
presently
mainland subdivisions
under the growth ordinance.

in place with

(2) I support the creation of exemptions from the cap for anyone who
swears ANDshows evidence that he or she is either already living yearround on the island or is coming to live year-round -- provided that
BOTHthe swering ANDshowing cf evidence are required and adhered to.
A statement of employment and a commuting plan, if necessary,
should
be part of the evidence usbmitted, or, in the case of retirees,
some
indication
of retirement
interests
compatible and possible with island
living.
These requirements,
hopefully,
would reduce the danger of false
swearing as well as help alert applicants
to what they are getting into.
If at all possible some maximum square footage of the anticipated
residence
might be included.
With these requirements in place any other eventualities
must be our "leap of faith."
(3) I agree that a "one shot fix" pirovided by a moratorium is unacceptable
and dangerous.
We are committed to controlling
growth.
"Control",
by definition,
implies "limits."
Beyond the issue of building caps but not too far removed, I would lil<::e
to see thought given to having single "wetland" parcels given the scrutiny
and protection
currently required for subdivisions.
"Wetland" classifications
should not be during a summer of drought following a "green" winter.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Cumberland Town Councilors and Planning Board Members

From: James E. Phipps and Beth Howe
Date:

February 12, 2001

Re:

Proposal for Changes to the Cumberland Growth Management Ordinance

Beth Howe and I have built on the Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee's prior work and
the approach taken by Steve Moriarty in his February 1 Memorandum to develop three proposed
changes to the Growth Ordinance as follows:
1.

Provide an exception to the limit of 3 Growth Permits per-year for building on Chebeague for
construction in subdivisions approved by the Planning Board subject to the overall limit of 22
permits per-year for subdivision lots;

2.

Grandfather all existing subdivisions approved by the Planning Board; and

3.

Provide an exception from the limit of 3 growth permits per-year for building on Chebeague
for residents of Chebeague, or those who swear that they are building for immediate yearround residency on the island and can demonstrate that they have changed their domicile to
Chebeague by evidence of voter registration, motor vehicle registration, drivers (and other
professional) license(s) and Maine State Income Tax returns.

This proposal has the following primary advantages:
A. It expands the number of permits immediately available on Chebeague without creating a one
time escape valve that future Councils might be under political pressure to use again if the list grew
to an intolerable length in the future;
B. It accepts the "keep it simple" standard of residency (rather than a more complicated system of
exemptions or points) to provide permits to those who express a real intention to work and live as
part of the year-round community on Chebeague;
C. It takes Steve Moriarty's suggestion that old subdivisions should be grandfathered and uses the
fact that the ordinance is having the desired effect to slow permits for new subdivisions, to limit
growth in the number of vacation homes after existing subdivisions are built-out, while providing
the Planning Board with useful tools in the form of subdivision approvals for new subdivisions on
the understanding that, once subdivisions are approved, that this is where growth of non-resident or
seasonal housing will be encouraged; and

D. Once old subdivisions are built-out, the limit of 3 permits a year for the island generally and 3
permits in each approved subdivision will provide a limit on the rate of growth of summer homes
without limiting growth of new year-round occupied homes.

The proposal makes three permanent changes to the Growth Management Ordinance:
First, Chebeague subdivisions should be included with, and treated the same as mainland
subdivisions under the growth ordinance. Both together would be subject to the annual cap of 22
growth permits. Recent mainland subdivisions are presently exempt from the cap, and there are no
subdivisions being approved on the mainland now because of the cap.
Allowing development in subdivisions on the island meets our goals of controlling development.
Subdivisions are reviewed and approved by the Planning Board under strict guidelines. Such
development is fairly compact. Under the Growth Management Ordinance, no more than three
growth permits can be issued to any subdivision in any given year.
Second, the concept that the exemption for recently approved subdivisions should be expanded to
all approved, but unbuilt-out subdivisions, should be adopted. This change would address the
current backlog on Chebeague as illustrated on the attached table.
Third, an exemption from the cap should be created for anyone who S\Years(and shows evidence)
that he or she is either already living year-round on Chebeague, or is building in order to live yearround in the immediate future (not for eventual retirement). This is a broader exemption than we
had proposed earlier, but it is also a simpler one. Ken Cole has advised the Town that this is a
legally defensible argument for an exemption. This exemption would probably allo-..yat least four
or five people on the present waiting list to build (see attached table).
A year-round resident exemption meets our goal of supporting the year-round economy. While it
doesn't protect the community against dishonest people, or from the likelihood that not everyone
who tries living on Chebeague fulltime will stay, it does tend to support the goals of providing an
incentive for new construction to meet the needs of year-round residents. That is, modest homes
that can be heated for reasonable costs and used for year-round occupancy (if not by their owners,
then at least for off-season rentals). Of course, some of these will be expanded as summer palaces
in the future, but the Town's policy will encourage two types of housing: year-round homes and
summer cottages. this is consistent with historic building practices on Chebeague and development
of summer cottages could be encouraged by amendments in the subdivision rules to take place in a
manner consistent with community values (e.g., square footage limits, etc.).

In sum, we think, the strength of this proposal is that it makes permanent changes in the Growth
Management Ordinance that help to achieve goals that have been laid out in the Chebeague LRPC
Plan. After existing subdivisions are built-out, it keeps the basic growth cap intact. A look at the
table shows that it would allow most of the people who are probably ready to build soon to do so.
However, it is not a "one shot fix" to deal with the waiting list.
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Chebeague Subdivisions
Subdivision

Approved

Building lots

Cart Road Acres

1972

6 (3) on waiting list

Division Shores

1975

5

Rose Point Subdivision

1971

8

Brookwood

2

North Road (small subdivision)

1

Hill Top Lane

4 ( 1 on waiting list)

Charles Kuntz

1973

1

School House Road

1990

4 (1 on waiting list)

Total

31- (5 on waiting list)

Total lots available

26
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NICHOLAS S. NADZO
FRANK H. FRYE
DAVID J. JONES
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RICHARD 1-1.SPENCER, JR.
RONALD A. EPSTEIN
WILLIAM H. DALE
JOSEPH H. GROFF Ill
F. BRUCE SLEEPER
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January 25, 2001
Stephen Moriarty, Cumberland Town Council
Cumberland Town Offices
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Re: Chebeague Island Growth Permit Ordinance Amendment Issues
Dear Steve:
As you requested, I have conducted research on the issue of what constitutes residence.
As part of its review of the Chebeague building cap provisions, residents have suggested creating
a separate treatment of current island residents-either through exemption or through a point
system that gives preference to such residents. In the alternative, some people have suggested
giving a preference to persons who declare their intention to be year-round residents of the
island.
The first cases that I reviewed were right to travel cases. Courts reserve their greatest
protection for those cases where a residency requirement has the effect of prohibiting someone
from living somewhere. For example, a housing authority's regulation that restricted eligibility
for occupancy of its units to persons who had been residents of the community for two years was
held invalid. Cole v. Housing Authority of City of Newport, 435 F.2d 807, 812-813 (1st Cir.
1970). The Court condemned in strong terms the notion that preserving residential uses strictly
for persons who had resided in the community for some period of time served either a
compelling State interest ar had a rational basis. The Court relied upon the Supreme Court's
decision in Shapiro v. Thompson, 395 U.S. 618 (1969). The Shapiro case struck down certain
residency requirements that prohibited the plaintiffs from receiving AFDC benefits for one year
after they moved to different communities. The Court stated in a footnote in that case that it was
not a defense to the constitutional challenge involved to argue that the receipt of AFDC benefits
was a privilege, not a right.
These cases reinforce the opinion that the changes to Chebeague's growth permit
regulations cannot prohibit persons who are not residents of the Island at the time that they seek
a growth permit from seeking such a permit. In addition, however, the Ordinance must not have
the effect of creating such a prohibition. A preference system may be legally acceptable;
however, it cannot create a system where a non-resident will never be able to get a growth permit
because residents will always get the available permits. Requiring someone to declare that the
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Gardner&Henry
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new structure will be his or her permanent year-round residence may be more legally acceptable,
but, again, there could be a challenge to this limitation if the net effect is that others will not ever
qualify for permits.
There is no one definition for the terms "residence" or "residency." Election law defines
residence for voting purposes as "the residence of a person is that place where the person has
established a fixed and principal home to which the person, whenever temporarily absent,
intends to return." 21-A M.R.S.A. § 112. The Law Court has stated that this definition is similar
to the judicial definition of "domicile" as "a place where a person lives or has his home, to
which, when absent, he intends to return and from which he has no present purpose to depart."
Poirier v. City of Saco, 529 A.2d 329, 330 (Me. 1987). In the case of a zoning ordinance that
limited the letting of rooms to "resident occupants," the Law Court stated that a person must
actually live in a residence to meet this definition. Richert v. City of South Portland, 1999 ME
179, ,i8, 740 A.2d 1000, 1003. The Law Court also cited Black's Law Dictionary for the
definition of resident as "any person who occupies a dwelling within the State, has a present
intent to remain within the State for a period of time, and manifests the genuineness of that intent
by establishing an ongoing physical presence with the State together with the indicia that his
presence within the State is something other than merely transitory in nature."
Because there is no one definition of "resident," any ordinance amendment should define
the term, including the criteria utilized for the determination of residency. As was discussed
above, it is my opinion that this could only be utilized to give a preference to persons who state
that they will use the new home as their residence, not to exclude persons who are not now
residents. A preferential treatment system for anyone who is or will become a permanent
resident should survive an equal protection challenge under the United States Supreme Court's
decision in Saenz v. Roe, 526 U.S._, 119 S.Ct. _, 143 L.Ed.2d 689 (1999). In that case, the
Court invalidated a California statute that limited welfare recipient's benefits to that amount that
they would have received in their prior state of residence for the first year that such recipients
resided in California, finding that new residents are entitled to the same benefits as long-time
residents. However, the Court recognized that there may be permissible justifications for
discrimination between residents and non-residents. While non-residents have a right to travel
into areas, they may be subject to different treatment during their stay. It is only when they
become residents of the area that they are afforded all of the same rights as other residents.
Apart from the right to travel concerns, any amendments to the current growth permit
system must be made in compliance with the Law Court's decision in Home Builders
Association of Maine, Inc. v. Town of Eliot, 2000 ME 82, 750 A.2d 566. In that case, the Law
Court upheld the Town's growth permit ordinance because it allowed growth to continue at a
pace that did not exceed the Town's projections for its capital improvements necessary to
support such growth. Any amendments proposed to the Chebeague growth permit system must
keep this principle foremost. While the island has a legitimate concern about keeping property
affordable for current residents, a growth permit system may not be the mechanism for
protecting such interests. Limiting the number of residences is only a means for making sure
that development does not occur before the Town has the schools or services the development
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will need. Given that one of the major concerns that triggered the adoption of the growth permit
ordinance was school capacity, it may be difficult to defend a system that gives preference to
those who will be adding to the school population (year-round residents) over those who will not.
In conjunction with the growth permit revisions, there could be consideration of zoning or other
land use ordinances to discourage the development of seasonal properties at the expense of yearround homes that will have permanent residents.

cc:

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Patricia Harrington, Acting Town Planner

CHEBEAGUE GROWTH PERMIT WAITING LIST
GroNth permit wa,ung list

TOM1of Cumberland

Year
2001

2002

2003

20041

2005

2006

2007

2008

#

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Date
Received
08/01/00
08/10/00
08/14/00
09108/00
09/11/00
09/12/00
09/12/00
09/19/00
09/20/00
09/21/00
10/03/00
10/18/00
11/09/00
11/21/00
11/29/00
12/21/00
01/09/01
01/09/01
01/09/01
01/18/01
01/19/01

Septic
Res
Sub
Design
Letter divis ident
Street
Received Type Subdivision Name
First
Map Lot
Last
07/11/00 08/09/00 cv·l
3:02 PM Island
Bisharat
Leila and Suhail
103 106 South Road
11:59 AM Island ~ ,,-tA <i..:1,,~
Daniel and Heidi
106 34 School House Rd 08/10/00 08/17/00 \/ ~
Todd
1:35 PM Island
Hunt
Robert & Winter, Irene 103 68 B South Road
08/14/00 08/17/00 (_V l
08/28/00 09/20/00
11:32AM Island
103 105 South Road
Marshall
Barbara
8:08AM Island
Moulton
101 76 38 Proctor Drive
09/08/00 09122/00
John
3:11 PM Island
07/02/99 09122/00
Rugh
106 8A North Road
Aaron
./
3:46 PM Island
Libby
Robert & Paula
104 90C West VieN Road 09/08/00 09/22/00
3:22 PM Island Cart Road Acres Watson
Donald & Karen
107 41 Old Cart Road
06/16/00 09125100 ·\,/
4:16 PM Island
Wilson
09/14/00 09125100
David
104 90 D Sunset Road
4:32 PM Island
Rich
Patricia
106
7 ILittlefield Road
09/15/00 09/25/00
09/29/00 10/10/00
8:10AM Island Cart Road Acres Lloyd-Rees David & Susan
107 50 Old Cart Road
12:16AM Island
Hall
Peter
102 12 A I12 South Road
10/16/00 10/25/00
12:51 PM Island
Haberthur Robert & Lyn
103 107 B South Road
10/05100 11/14/00
8:36AM Island Division Shores Colbeth
Clyde
107 74 Ship Lane
10/23/00 11/22/00
1:18 PM Island
Boisvert
Richard & Paige
103 130 B North Road
11/28/00 12/05/00
\/
12:26 PM Island
Whittemore Ann
105 8 B INorth Road
12/13/00 12/27/00
3:49PM Island
Crosby
Russell & Sala, Margar 101 15 Cottage Road
01/05/01 01/10/01
3:50 PM Island
Crosby
Russell & Sala, Margar 101 15 Cottage Road
01/05/01 01/10/01
4:49 PM Island
Butters
Charles
101 I 11A Cottage Road
01/09/01 01/10/01
10:47 AM Island
Marion
Vicki
107 72 Bar Point Road Existing 01/18/01
9:21 AM Island
West
Susan
104 29A Buxhill Blw
11/29/00 01/22/01

Time

v

>ermit Date
Res
maybe .umber Issued

v
✓

✓

v

I

v

/

I
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County of Cumberland

January 26, 2001

Mr. Steven Moriarty , Councilor
Town of Cumberland
12 Drowne Road
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Dear Mr. Moriarty,
You are cordially invited to attend a Community Leaders Meeting hosted by
Cumberland County Government's Strategic Planning Committee on Wednesday,
February 14, from 1-5 PM at the Holiday Inn By the Bay in Portland. This meeting is the
first of two "Community Leaders Meetings" during this strategic planning process.
The Board of Cumberland County Commissioners has appointed me as Chairman
of the Strategic Planning Committee, as well as 30 other individuals to this committee.
Our members include locally elected officials, town managers, police chiefs, business
leaders, state and federal officials, private citizens, and Cumberland County Government
representatives.
The purpose of our work is to develop an action plan that will chart the course of
Cumberland County Government over the next five years. In total, there are more than
60 individuals from communities throughout Cumberland County who have agreed to
participate on five subcommittees ranging from: 1) Financial Management; to 2) Space
Needs; 3) Regional Cooperation; 4) Corrections; and 5) Technology.
If you have a passion and concern about the future of Cumberland County and
th
would like to make a difference, I hope you will take the afternoon of February 14 to join
us. This process is an opportunity to achieve some remarkable successes in arenas like
regional cooperation that up to now have not fulfilled their potential benefit to the
communities and citizens of Cumberland County. We will also be talking with you about
the respective visions of the five subcommittees and would like your comments on each
of these areas.

142 Federal Street, Suite 102 • Portland, Maine 04101-4196

• Tel. (207) 871-8336

• Fa.x (207) 871-8292

Please R.S.V.P. your attendance plans no later than Friday, February 9 by calling
Tim Jarvis of the County Manager's Office at 871-8380 or faxing your response to 8718292. Of course, if you should have any questions about this process, feel free to call me
at 725-6659 or Cumberland County Manager Peter Crichton at 871-8380.
Sincerely,

°J)~~~
Donald Gerrish, Chairman
Cumberland County
Strategic Planning Committee

Enclosures
C: Cumberland County Commissioners

Cumberland County
Strategic Planning Committee
Don Gerrish - Town Manager, Brunswick (Chairman)
Tom Bartell - Chairman, Budget Advisory Committee
Paul Bird - Town Manager, Harpswell
Nancy Bouchard, Maine Dept. of Corrections
Kathleen Brown - Lakes Region Development Council
Donnie Carroll - Director, Southern Maine Emergency Medical Services
Bruce Clary - Muskie School Professor
Peter Crichton, Cumberland County Manager
Mark Dion - Cumberland County Sheriff
George Flaherty - Cumberland County EMA Director
Edward Googins, South Portland Police Chief
Jeff Henthorn - Area Court Administrator
Jeffrey Jordan - City Manager, South Portland
Ned Kitchel - Councilor, Town of Falmouth
Rosemary Kulow - Town Manager, Sebago
Grant Lee - Executive Director, PROP
Betty Mclnness - Director, Soil & Water Conservation District
Ron Miller - General Manager, Portland Water District
Carla Nixon -Assistant Town Manager, Cumberland
Jack O'Brien - Cumberland County Register of Deeds
Senator William O'Gara, Westbrook
Dick Ranaghan, Peoples Heritage Bank
John Thompson - Chairman, Civic Center Board of Trustees
Nancy Thurber - President, Thurber & Associates
Godfrey Wood - CEO, Greater Portland Chamber of Commerce
Rep. Terrance McKenney, Cumberland
Kate Borduas, President, Greater Portland Council of Governments
Rep. Michael Quint, Portland
plus 1 Legislator to be determined

Cumberland County Government
Strategic Planning Subcommittees
1/26/01
Regional Cooperation
Kathleen Brown , Chair
George Flaherty, staff
Rosemary Kulow
Betty Mclnness
Donnie Carroll
Bruce Clary
Ed Googins
Grant Lee
Sen. William O'Gara
Rich Gagliano
Lee Urban

Financial Management
Dick Ranaghan, Chair
Vic Labrecque, staff
Paul Bird
Ron Miller
Tom Bartell
John Thompson
Diane Gurney
Rep. Terrance McKenney
Ron Smith
Nat Tupper
Jane Duncan

Space Needs
Carla Nixon, Chair
Bruce Leddy
Robyn Dahms
Bruce Tarbox, staff
Royce Bartlett
Legislator
Sylvia Plumley
Jack O'Brien
Bill Faucher
William Whited
George DiMatteo
Jeff Henthorn

Corrections
Jeff Jordan, Chair
Arlene Ridlon
Stephanie Anderson
Jeff Newton, staff
Godfrey Wood
Mark Dion
Nancy Bouchard
Rep. Michael Quint
Honorable Thomas Humphrey
John Ridge
Steve Roberts
James Van Kuren
Richard Mccallum

Technology
Ned Kitchel, Chair
John Joy, staff
Nancy Thurber
Mary Najarian
Herb Adams
Tony George
Mike McGovern
Kevin O'Sullivan
Randy Perry
Ted Luebbert
Tamara Getchell
Donald Foss

Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation District
381 Main St., Suite 3 - Gorham, ME 04038 - Phone (207) 839-7839 - FAX (207) 839-7838

January 30, 2001
Stephen Moriarty
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Ctr, ME 04021
Dear Town Representative:
The Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation District (CCSWCD) is in the
process of developing a five-year strategic plan of action for July 1, 2001 - June 30, 2006.
As a member of a municipal government that works closely with the soil and water
resources of this county, we feel that your input is extremely important for the
development of our five-year plan of action.
We will be holding an information gathering session of concerned stakeholders on
Tuesday February 27th from 9 am to 4 pm at the Harraseeket Inn in Freeport. A hearty
lunch buffet at the Inn will be provided to those who participate in this event and
respond to this invitation by calling the District by Friday February 16th .
The purpose of this one day session will be to first, provide you with some background
on the CCSWCD and our full range of existing programs and second, to gain your
perspective on the soil and water conservation needs of Cumberland County and how
we can better serve you. A trained facilitator will help participants identify answers to
a series of questions including:
1. What services are (would be) the most valuable to you?
2. How can we help you to better attain your soil and water conservation goals?
3. What are your concerns regarding soil and water resources of Cumberland County?
4. How can we best partner with you in order to minimize duplication of effort?

It is our goal that you will work together to decide which one person will be your
town's representative. We hope you appreciate the value of ensuring that your town
has a voice at this important meeting. Please call our office at 839-7839 by Friday
February 16th to notify us if you will be attending or if you have any questions. Thank
you for your attention to this request.
Sincerely,

&~·w,~
William Rust
CCSWCD Board Chair
CONSERVATION - DEVELOPMENT- SELF-GOVERNMENT

SOLID WASTE TO R.W.S.

YEAR
MONTH

2000

1996

1997

211.07

179.89

204.61

192.30

191.10

184.53

February

154.08

152.55

163.73

167.36

171.20

March

148.88

164.92

187.13

188.09

193.05

April

347.03*

233.12*

179.17

190.87

181.92

May

200.44

175.02

217.70*

277.75*

304.98*

June

190.25

201.01

229.98

222.10

229.93

July

232.78

223.52

224.88

212.91

223.73

August

224.45

175.55

194.03

251.36

267.61

September

193.89

247.89

245.27

229.28

225.17

October

343.81*

260.72*

273.00*

270.87*

267.31*

November

172.94

185.99

197.09

209.37

236.55

December

194.62

214.89

208.16

230.40

195.88

2,439.79

2,512.44

January

Total

2,583.06

NOTE: All

* Bulky

Measurements

Waste

Pick-up

in
week

tons
included

_1998 -- _

_1999

2001

2,641.46

2,681.86
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Town of Cumberland
Town Council
Stephen Moriarty,Chairman
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
January 29, 2001
DearChairmanMoriarty,
Snowmobiletraffic at The Golf LearningCenter & PracticePark is becomingan
increasing problem this year. We have always given permission to the Snowmobile Club
in Cumberlandto cross our property on the marked snowmobile trail in the lower field.
However, some snowmobile riders have seen fit to take down the plastic chain at the
entrance to the Golf Center and use the facility for their own private playground.Whilethis
may seem innocentenough,it in fact destroysthe underlyingturf and costs us a substantial
amount of money to repair. We have reported this trespass situation to the police but
because they are unable to give chase, the guilty parties continue to do as they please.
We suggest that, because we are not the only landowners who have to deal with
this problem, money be allocated to the Police Department for purchase of a snowmobile
with which to pursue offenders and thus control this ever increasingproblem.
Thank you for consideringthis matter.
9!n}terely,

V /i--v?,,_c..-#~W--C
)--_~/J1'q

/4~~

tJ Elaine Godsoe, President
John Godsoe, Vice President
The Golf Learning Center & Practice Park
P.O. Box 395 • 147 Bruce Hill Road• Cumberland, Maine 04021
Toll Free: 877-749-3788•207-829-9116
www.cmgolfichool.com • E-mail e57l@aol.com

CNixon
Phipps,James E. Uphipps@preti.com]
Thursday,January25, 2001 8:05 AM
Lambert,John F. (E-mail); Moriarty,StephenW. (E-mail); NixonCarla (E-mail); Gisele (Email)
FW: Cumberland,Maine 10 Year Old Need Your Help

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FYI:
-----Original
Message----From: Greg Sweetser
[mailto:greg@skimaine.com)
Sent:
Wednesday,
January
24, 2001 10:03 PM
To: Greg Sweetser
Subject:
Cumberland,
Maine 10 Year Old Need

A Cumberland
this
message
you.

10 Year Old Needs
and forward
it to

Your
your

Your

Help

Help.
Please
take a few minutes
friends,
family,
and colleagues.

to read
Thank

GIVE A LITTLE, SAVE A LIFE ...
Ten year old Eben Sweetser
was diagnosed
last
fall
with aplastic
anemia and
is undergoing
immunosuppression
therapy
at the Maine Children's
Cancer
Program
where hopes are high for his full
recovery.
However,
a bone marrow
transplant
is the final
option
should
this
therapy
fail
and a bone marrow
donor drive
is being organized
in his name. The Sweetser
family
resides
at
the family's
200 year old homestead
on Blanchard
Road in Cumberland
where
six generations
of Sweetsers
have owned and operated
the Sweetser's
Apple
Barrel
& Orchards.
The Sweetser
family
has long been involved
in community
and state
activities.
Now it is our turn
to give back to them.
Eben Sweetser
Bone Marrow Donor Drive
Date:
Thursday,
February
8, 2001
Location:
Greely
High School
Auditorium,
Time: 2:30 - 7:00 PM

Main

Street,

Cumberland

Center

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Here are six easy ways to become involved
with the donor drive.
To let us
know how you can help,
please
contact
us by e-mail
( edrive@maine.rr.com
<mailto:edrive@maine.rr.com>
) ; 24-hour
hotline
(207-829-4053);
web site
www.skimaine.com/eben<http://www.skimaine.com/eben>
; or US mail
(address
below) .
1. Become a donor at the drive
-- A simple
blood sample
will
be taken.
Your RSVP helps
with our staffing
plan.
Please
let us know what time of
you are most likely
to arrive
by e-mailing
edrive@maine.rr.com
<mailto:edrive@maine.rr.com>
and put DONOR in the subject
line.

*

2:30

- 4:00

*

4:00

- 5:30

*

5:30

- 7:00

2. Work during
the actual
drive
Contact
Sam Eddy at holly
sam@msn.com <mailt.o:holly
VOLUNTEER in the subject
line
and indicate
time(s)
help.
Shift
1: 2:00 - 4:30
Shift
2: 4:00 - 6:30
Shift
3: 6:00 - 7:30
3.

Post

flyers

in

your

community

prior

to

the

drive.

sam@msn.com>
; put
you are available
to

day

Printed
flyers
are available.
information
provided
below.

Please

contact

the

Donor

4. Sell
$5 raffle
tickets
to friends
and co-workers.
Prizes
include:
Golf Packages,
Ski Maine Passbook,
certificates,
Merrill
Auditorium
admission
tickets
5. E-mail
throughout

this
information
your workplace.

6. Make a donation
To make a financial

*
Drive

to

friends,

to the Donor
contribution,

Write a check to
address
provided

the Eben
below.

family,

fund.
you have
Sweetser

L.L. Bean
and more.

community

two
Donor

Drive

using

contact

gift

groups

and

options:
Fund and mail

to

Donor

*

If you desire
a tax deductible
charitable
contribution
write
the
check to:
Eben Sweetser
c/o Maine Leukemia
Foundation
and mail to Donor Drive address
below.
You will
receive
a receipt
for your tax records
directly
from MLF.
TO BECOME INVOLVED, YOU MAY CONTACT THE DONOR DRIVE COMMITTEE BY:
When you contact
the Donor Drive,
simply
provide
your name, contact
information
and how you plan to participate
(donor/volunteer/donation,
etc.)

*
U.S.
ME 04021
*
In

the

mail:

E-mail:
subject

*

Web site:

*

24-hour

Eben

Sweetser

Marrow

edrive@maine.rr.com
line,
simply
type

Donor

Drive,

PO Box 192,

<mailto:edrive@maine.rr.com>
VOLUNTEER or DONOR

www.skimaine.com/eben<http://www.skimaine.com/eben>
telephone

voice

mail:

207-829-4053
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Cumberland,

Firs£NamE! ~Name·~
Philip
Joe
Martha
Terrance
Thomas
Elizabeth
Stephen
Peter

Hunt (Chair)
Taylor
Porch
Turner
Powers
Howe
Sloan Sr.
Bingham (Council)

€ofn,riittee .· ,·Address :
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning

Board
Board
Board
Board
Board
Board
Board
Board

250 Main St
14 Lawn Ave
348 Main St
42 Foreside Rd
306 Main St
RR1 Box 634
367 Main St
19 Brook Rd

,~- ", ~~Towri~"

-

Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland Foreside
Cumberland
Chebeague Island
Cumberland
Cumberland

State' ZinCocte -l'iome]?ho~· Te@rEi:oiratioh
ME

ME
ME
ME
ME

ME
ME
ME

04021
04021
04021
04021
04021
04017
04021
04021

(207)
(207)
(207)
(207)
(207)
(207)
(207)
(207)

829-6267
829-5751
829-3694
781-3327
829-5320
846-7829
829-5889
829-5713

12/31/02
12/31/02
12/31/03
12/31/01
12/31/01
12/31/03
12/31/01
6/30/02

/
(\JP

~'t.-d>'
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~'<. c,S-'~
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GROWTH MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE
1.

TITLE

This Ordinance shall be known as the "Growth Management Ordinance of the
Town of Cumberland, Maine" and shall be referred herein as the "Ordinance".
2.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Home Rule Powers as provided in Article
VIII-A of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, M.R.S.A. Section 3001.
3.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Ordinance is to protect the health, safety and general welfare
of the residents of Cumberland through placing limitations on residential
development and meeting the following:

4.

A.

To provide for the immediate housing needs of the existing residents of
Cumberland.

B.

To ensure fairness in allocation of Building Permits.

C.

To plan for continued residential population growth of Cumberland which
would be compatible with orderly and gradual expansion of community
services including, but not limited to, education, public safety,
transportation infrastructure, waste disposal and health services.

D.

Avoid a situation in which the rapid development of new residences,
potentially housing many families with school-age children, could outpace
the town's capability to expand its schools and other services soon enough
to avoid serious school over-crowding and a significant reduction in other
services.

APPLICABILITY

This Ordinance shall apply to all new dwelling units (including manufactured
housing) within the Town of Cumberland. No new dwelling unit, which fails to
meet the requirements of the Ordinance, shall be constructed or placed within the
Town of Cumberland.

5.

EXEMPTIONS

This Ordinance shall not apply to the following:

6.

A.

The repair, replacement, reconstruction or alteration of any existing
building or structure provided the number of dwelling units is not
increased, regardless of the need for a variance.

B.

Dwelling units constrncted by the Cumberland Housing Authority, an
agency of the state or federal government; or by a private developer or
contractor with a continuing age restriction of persons 55 years of age or
older. Any conversion of these units eliminating the age restriction would
require a Growth Permit.

C.

Accessory Apartments as allowed in Section 407.1 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance.

D.

Lots in subdivisions approved by the Cumberland Planning Board
between January 1, 1998 and May 22, 2000.

ADMINISTRATION

A.

B.

Maximum Number of Dwelling Units
1.

Unless and/ or until this Ordinance is amended pursuant to Section
10, the maximum number of new Growth Permits issued shall be
forty-four (44), from July 1, 2000 to June 30, 2001, and annually
thereafter from July 1 to June 30, plus 3 additional Growth Permits
that shall be reserved for dwelling units located on Chebeague
Island, plus 2 additional Growth Permits that shall be for
affordable housing constructed by Habitat for Humanity or a
similar not for profit organization~

2.

No more than 50% of the Growth Permits shall be issued annually
for dwelling units within subdivisions. This provision shall not
apply to the Growth Permits reserved for Chebeague Island as
allowed in Section 6.A.1.

3.

No more than 3 Growth Permits shall be issued on Chebeague
Island in any fiscal year.

Application Procedure
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C.

1.

All Growth Permit Applications shall be submitted in person to the
Code Enforcement Officer or his/her assistant or agent (hereinafter
the CEO) during normal office hours on the form designated
Growth Permit Application. No Growth Permit Applications shall
be accepted by mail.

2.

The CEO shall indicate on the Application form the date and time
the Growth Permit Application was received and provide the
applicant with a receipt, when said Application is complete. The
Applications shall be reviewed in the order in which they were
received. Only complete Applications will be accepted.

3.

The Growth Permit Application shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable administrative fee in the amount of One Hundred
($ 100.00) Dollars, documentation establishing the applicant's
right, title and interest to the property, and one copy of a
subsurface wastewater disposal system application form (HHE200), and/or confirmation for eligibility of a sewer user unit.

4.

A separate Application shall be required for each dwelling unit.

ISSUANCE PROCEDURE
1.

Growth Permit Applications shall not be accepted by the CEO until
on or after the effective date of this Ordinance. Growth Permit
Applications shall be on file with the CEO. From that time on,
Applications will be accepted, and Growth Permits issued, as
provided for in Section 6.C.3.

2.

Growth Permits shall be available on a first-come, first-served
basis.
The CEO shall notify an applicant once the
applicant is entitled to have a Growth Permit issued. Once
the CEO has notified the applicant that the applicant is
entitled to have a Growth Permit issued, the applicant shall
have thirty (30) days to accept the Growth Permit from the
CEO. If the applicant shall fail to accept the Growth
Permit, then the Growth Permit shall expire.

3.

11.

Expired Growth Permits shall be available for reissue.

111.

The CEO shall issue Growth Permits for all complete
Applications if they do not outnumber the supply of
Growth Permits.
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a.

4.

If Applications exceed supply for any given year,
Permits shall be issued on the basis of the order
complete Applications were received by the CEO.
Those on the list who do not get a Permit for that
year shall have first priority to get a Permit in the
next year, in the order in which the Applications
were deemed to be complete.

With respect to Growth Permits sought for property located within
a subdivision approved by the Planning Board of the Town, no
more than 3 Growth Permits shall be issued during any year for the
building of dwellings in a single subdivision. No person,
partnership, or corporation shall be entitled in any single year to
more than 2 of the three Growth Permits allocated to a subdivision.
Corporations shall be treated as the same corporation for purposes
of this Ordinance if they share common directors (or their spouses)
and/ or shareholders (or their spouses) of I 0% or more of the
stock. Any person or corporation which is a partner in a
partnership shall also be considered the same person as the
partnership.
With respect to Growth Permits sought for property not located
within a subdivision approved by the Planning Board of the Town,
no more than 2 Growth Permits shall be issued during any year to
any one person, partnership or corporation.

5.

D.

E.

If, at the end of the fiscal year, there are any unissued Growth
Permits still available, they shall not be carried over to the next
year.

Replacement with building permit and expiration
1.

A Growth Permit shall be replaced by a building permit for a
dwelling on the specific site for which the Growth Permit was
issued. A Growth Permit which has not been replaced with a
building permit within 90 days of Growth Permit approval by CEO
shall be considered expired and must be resubmitted for
consideration. Resubmitted Growth Permit Applications will not
have any priority over other Growth Permit Applications. The
expiration of the building permit shall be in conformity with the
Town of Cumberland Building Code.

2.

Expired Permits shall be available for reissuance.

Transferability
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Growth Permits are not transferable. They shall be valid for construction
on the lot specified on the Application and by the Applicant; provided
however, that such valid Permits shall be transferable to new owners of
the lot should the property change hands. If a Permit is transferred, the
date of issuance remains unchanged.

7.

CONFLICT WITH OTHER ORDINANCES
This Ordinance shall not repeal, annul, or otherwise impair or remove the
necessity of compliance with any federal, state or other local laws or ordinances.
Where this Ordinance imposes a greater restriction upon the use of land,
buildings, or structures, the provisions of this Ordinance shall prevail.

8.

SEPARABILITY
Should any section or provision of this Ordinance be found by the courts to be
invalid, illegal, or unenforceable, such decision shall not affect any other section
or provision of this Ordinance either singly or collectively.

9.

EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date of this Ordinance shall be July l, 2000, but the total number of
Growth Permits available through June 30, 2001 shall be limited by Section 6.A
hereof.

l 0.

REVIEW PROCEDURE
This Ordinance shall be reviewed by the Town Council in June 200 I to assess the
efficacy of the Ordinance and shall be reviewed by the Planning Board
periodically (but not less frequently than once every three years), to ensure that
the annual maximum growth rate has not become inconsistent with the Town's
capital program requirements to establish, maintain, or enlarge needed public
facilities and services. Based on its review the Planning Board may recommend
amending this Ordinance as provided in Section 11.

11.

AMENDMENTS
1.

An amendment to this Ordinance may be initiated by one of the following:
(A)

The Planning Board.

(B)

The Town Council.
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(C)

12.

13.

The residents, pursuant to Article X, Section 2 of the Town
Charter.

VIOLATIONS
A.

A violation of this Ordinance shall be deemed to exist when any person,
partnership or corporate entity engages in any construction activity
directly related to the erection or placement of a dwelling unit, upon any
land within the Town without first having obtained a Growth Permit from
the CEO.

B.

If a dwelling unit has been constructed or placed, without a Growth
Permit, it shall be deemed a violation for any person, firm, or corporate
entity to sell, lease, rent or occupy such dwelling unit until such permit has
been duly issued.

NOTICES OF VIOLATIONS; LEGAL ACTION

When a violation of any provision of this Ordinance shall be found, the CEO shall
send a written notice of the violation to the responsible party or parties and shall
notify the Town Council of the violation. If the notice does not result in the
correction of the violation, the Town Council may institute any and all actions and
proceedings, either legal or equitable, including seeking injunctive relief, the
imposition of fines, removal of the structure, or other action that may be
appropriate or necessary to enforce the provisions of this Ordinance. The
remedies set forth herein are intended to be cumulative and not exclusive of each
other. The Town Council is authorized to enter into administrative consent orders
to eliminate violations with or without court action. Such agreement shall not
allow an illegal structure or use to continue.
14.

15.

PENALTIES
A.

Any person owning or controlling the use of any dwelling unit being
constructed or occupied in violation of this chapter shall be liable to be
fined not less than $100 or more than $2,500 for each clay such a violation
(i.e. construction activity, unlawful occupancy) continues after notification
by the CEO.

B.

If a dwelling unit has been built in violation of this chapter and is then
occupied, for residential use, the owner may be fined as provided in
Section 14 A. of this Ordinance.

APPEALS
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A.

16.

The Board of Adjustment and Appeals in accordance with Section 603 of
the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance, may, upon written application of an
aggrieved party and after public notice, hear appeals from determinations
of the Code Enforcement Officer in the administration of this Ordinance.
Following such hearing, the Board of Adjustment and Appeals may
reverse the decision of the Code Enforcement Officer only upon a finding
that the decision is clearly contrary to the specific provisions of this
Ordinance.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Building Permit: A permit is defined by and issued in accordance with
the Cumberland Building Code: and Section 602.1 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance.

B.

Dwelling Unit: A room or group of rooms designed and equipped
exclusively for use as living quarters for a family, including provisions for
living, sleeping, cooking and eating. The term shall include, but not be
limited to, manufactured housing, modular/mobile homes, apartment unit,
duplexes and multiplexes and condominium units. The term shall not
include trailers or recreational vehicles used for overnight or temporary
lodging only.

C.

Growth Permit: A permit issued, in accordance with the provisions of
this Ordinance, by the CEO to allow the establishment of a new dwelling
unit.

D.

Family: A person or persons occupying a dwelling unit and living as a
single housekeeping unit, as distinguished from a group occupying a
boarding house, lodging residence, hotel or motel.

E.

Manufactured Housing: A fabricated pre-assembled dwelling unit
designed to be transported after fabrication and to be used as living
quarters. The term "Manufactured Housing" may include the term
"Modular Home" and "Mobile Home", except that the fabricated singlefamily modular home is assembled on the building site on a permanent
foundation.

F.

Subdivision: A subdivision shall be defined by 30-A M.R.S.A. § 4401,
and as amended from time to time. For the purposes of this Ordinance,
subdivisions shall mean only those approved by the Planning Board after
March 6, 1959. In addition, any lots shown on a subdivision plan, but not
subject to Planning Board review shall not be considered a lot in a
subdivision.
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H.

Person: A person shall be defined to include an individual's spouse,
parents, siblings and members of his or her immediate family unless the
spouse, parents, sibling or immediate family member can demonstrate that
the person seeking the Growth Permit owned the title to the property that
is the subject of the Growth Permit independently of his spouse, parents,
siblings or immediate family members as of May 1, 2000.

Adopted June 28, 2000
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February 8, 2001
To: Barbara E. McPheters, CEO.Building Inspector Town Of Cumberland
From: Ken Pelton
Re: Chebeague Island Building Permit (1v1ap17 -Lot 43)

Dear Barbara,
I recently applied for a building permit and was denied. This denial was based on restrictions to build on
Chebeague Island due to over crowding of the school system in Cumberland. While I can understand the
difficulties the town has incurred because of the influx of population due to new residential construction, It
has put undue stress on me being denied a permit to build. Being a retired school teacher, I understand the
problems that are incurred due to over crowding . However I still find it hard to believe that building
restrictions that have been imposed on a piece of land that I have owned since 1989, land that was
approved to build on by the town of Cumberland previous to my acquisition .Land.that all of a sudden has
been blockaded from a future plan to build a retirement home .
My confusion lies on the fact that I've owned this property and paid taxes with the idea that I could build a
residence. Now applying for a permit ( to secure a permit) to build has certainly confused the issue. The
plans to build a small home on the island to reside in for the future are uncertain.

My plan was to start building a residence spring of this year 2001. At this point I'm not sure what can be
done. Being denied a building permit prohibits an execution of this plan. Owning a piece of land that just
sits there, but can not be used continues to be a financial responsibility, at this point seems to be a fruitless
venture.
Thank your for your consideration and reviewing my concerns

~~
c:e7t:p
375 A West Gray Road
Gary, Maine 04039

Chebeague Subdivisions
Subdivision

Approved

Building lots

Cart Road Acres

1972

6 (3) on waiting list

Division Shores

1975

5

Rose Point Subdivision

1971

8

Brookwood

2

North Road (small subdivision)

1

Hill Top Lane

4 ( 1 on waiting list)

Charles Kuntz

1973

1

School House Road

1990

4 (1 on waiting list)

Total

31- (5 on waiting list)

Total lots available

26

OFFICIAL ZONING MAP
CUMBERLAND, MAINE
Great Chebeague Island

Chebeague
Point

I certify this to be a true copy of the
Official Zoning Map as amended by
vote of the Town Council.

ZONING

~~ t/4. )j~

1B Island Business
· 1R Island Residential

Town Clerk 'C

Hill Top Lane

SHORELAND ZONING OVERLAY DISTRICTS
LC
LR

~

~

Limited Commercial
Limited Residential
Resource Protection
Commercial Fisheries/Maritime Activities

Adopted:

1/25/1999

Brookwood

Cart Road Acres
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Subdivision
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Governments in a Geographic Information System
using ESRI software.

Division Shores
Subdivision

~

Crow
• Island

Rose Point
Subdivision

Waldo
Point

tsand
.\\Island

,c:
~

41 Rogues
Island

t'i1

Island

The depiction of the Shoreland Overlay Districts on the

IR

Official Zoning Map for the Tov.m of Cumberland arc merely
illustrative of their general location. The boundaries of
these districts shall be determined by measurement of the

distanceindicatedon the mapfromthe normalhigh-water
markof the water body or the upland edge of wetland
vegetation, regardless of the location of the boundary
shown on the map,

411.Wetland

symbol is illustrative of wetland location.

Deer Point

LJttle
Chebeague
Island

"~
1000

0
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2000 Feet

Produced by the Greater Portland Council of Governments in Cooperation with the Town of Cumberland Planning Department, 1999

